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Ahzug Opposes Moral Majority 
By Teryl Reynolds 
"I'm really shocked that we 
stand _for it," said 
Congresswoman Bella Abzug, 
speak1a1g about intimidation 
. by the so-caile_d Moral 
Majority. Abzug identified 
the Moral Majority as neither 
moral, nor a majority. Polls 
show that the majority of the 
Americans support the Equal 
Rights Amendment, she said, 
as well as abortion rights. 
She said she believes every 
individual has the right to in-
fluence government processes, 
however the Moral Majority is 
trying to legislate its beliefs. 
This is a threat to the 
traditional separation of chur-
ch and state, she said. She 
said the Moral Majority would 
give fetuses personhood 
before women are specifically 
provided for in the con-
stitution. 
Congresspersons believe 
they must give in to every 
special interest group, she 
said, because th~ believe 
those not in special interest 
groups won't vote. "The 
country is crying out for 
young people to take a hand," 
she said. 
Bettering yourself, by being 
a good student for example, 
will not help society, she said, 
it is merely self-indulgent. 
"You have to fight for what 
you want," stie said. Women 
have a special res·ponsibility in 
this, she said. 
She said women are hurt by 
the Reagan administration's 
budget cuts more than men. 
One-third of the currently 
proposed cuts affect women 
and children specifically, she 
said, and women earn 59 cents 
for every dollar that men earn, 
Abzug equated cutting human 
services and increasing the 
military budget with the 
society's "losing its soul." 
She said the present ad-
ministration's way of dealing 
with the economy is supposed 
to have a psychological effect 
on everyone that benefits the 
economy. The shock of 
government budget cutting is 
sapposed to make everyone -
believe that inflation is under 
control, causing a self-
-fulfilling prophesy. 
The women's movement, 
she said, is basically a 
humanist movement for i.n-
dividual rights. Women want 
to share equally in society, she • 
said, anc this means working 
alongs1cte men. 
Women have 'had as yet lit-
tle opportunity to be corrup-
ted by power, she said. For an 
example, she said women are 
in a small minority in 
educational administration. 
"I think women will change 
power rather than power 
change them," she said. 
Abzug gave an entertaining 
account of her background 
and how she was drawn into 
politics. She said her gran-
dfather was a big influence on 
her. He often took her to 
synagogue, where women are 
customarily segragated on the 
balcony. From this came her 
desire for women's rights, she 
said. 
She determined as a girl to 
become a lawyer and she was 
upset when upon graduation 
from college, she learned that 
Harvard Law School didn't 
colllinued on page 7 
STP: It's Official 
By Susan Blickstein 
Student Congress voted 
Tuesday night not to override 
che Election Commitcee's 
decision to honor the 1981 
Student Government eleccion 
results. STP was the winner of 
chis year's election. 
A resolution was broughc co 
Congress by several students 
concerned with the conduct of 
the election and the Election 
Committee. The charges were 
that l) despite Election rules, 
friends of some of che parties 
sat as poll-watchers on Elec-
tion Day,. 2) no. party 
representatives were present 
when ballots were counted 
(although there is no 
scipulation for this in the elec-
tion rules) and 3) that ballots 
were irresponsibly handled as 
they were not locked up· or 
protected. The students asked 
for J. revoce. 
Some of chese charges were 
refuted by Congress members 
and members of the Election 
Committee. A vote was caken 
in Congress on whether or not 
co conduce a new election. 
Congress voted 19 opposed to 
having a new election and nine 
in favor. 
"Everyone should be 
,atisfied at this point," repor-
ced Eddie Gillman, one of the 
authors of the resolution. 
"The true victors have been 
identified." 
When asked about the con-
duct of the Election Commit-
tee, chairperson Loring Fisher 
replied, "Things could have 
been done differently. All in 
all, results are as accurate as 
possible under the circumstan-
ces." Fisher felt that his 
committee did a very good job 
working under stressful and 
difficult circumstances. The 
committee consisted of Sue 
Trevaskis, Darian Basso, 
Rhonda Melvin, Vaughan 
Danvers, Amy Raslin, Kevin 
Gage and Dave Koton. 
Asked about STP in the 
future, Student Body 
President Jim Leech replied, 
"I am anxious to get back to 
the business at hand. This 
·year's student government 
established itself as an effec-
tive, cohesive and responsible 
group. I believe that next 
year's student government, 
with the amount of experience 
it has gained, has an un-
precedented potential for 
achievement in all areas of 
student interest." Leech fur-
ther added that " ... STP will 
he able to accomplish all of its 
objectives as set forth in our 
platform, and that preliminary 
work on many of them has 
already begun." 
Student Forum U~ For 
Morn Student Invdooment 
I 
B~· JoMarie Kosiarski 
Despite stror.g winds and 
near freezing temperatures, a 
,mall crowd of students 
garhered yesterday at noon for 
Student Awareness 
Forumll(SAF). 
Six students spoke in front 
of the Egbert Union at the 
forum which was sponsored 
by the Campus Coalition for 
the Liberation of Oppressed 
Peoples(CCLOP). The 
speakers discussed in-
volvement, as they had at the 
initial forum in February. 
Among the organizations 
represented were: The Ithaca 
College Republicans (ICCR), 
Student Government, and the 
Coalition Against 
Nukes(CAN). 
Mark Burton, a senior 
politics major, l)J'Cncd che 
forum. Burcon ·~ me~,at:!e \\ a~ 
that a~ scudencs "\H' ha\(~ a 
rieht co make cerc:1in deman-
ds," and he then referred co 
the sicuacion of campm 
lighcing. He made clear that 
students speaking ac the forum 
represent themselves. or a 
group and not CCLOP, the 
sponsor of che forum. 
Josh Cantor of ICCR spoke 
next. Cancor scared that I hi, 
year he has seen an increase in 
student involvemcnc. "I chink 
it's important that groups with 
different ideas can get together 
in an open forum, such as this, 
and exchange ideas," ~aid 
Cantor about SAF. 
continued on paxe 12 
The last Ithacan of the semester 
will be published on 
April 23. 
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INQUIRER 
. ~ 
What do you think of Reagan's proposed budget cuts? 
Erir l,lertein '84 TV-R 
In light of current economic 
conditions, I will oppose the 
popular response and agree 
with them. I suppor1 
President Reagan. 
Becky Davie '82 History 
I think he's making a big 
mistake. Even though its a 
pretty scary prospect, 
hopefully he'll have a hard 
time getting alot of the cuts 
voted in. 
l,eslie Scott '82 Sociology 
Reagans budget cuts are cut-
ting back on just the kind of 
jobs I was going to be looking 
for when I got out of college: 
Social work. 
JOCK BRADLEY 
Dan Sussman '84 Politics 
Reagan has outlandish ideas 
of saving America from 
democratic catastrophe, i.e. 
Kennedy, Carter and 
Democratic convention. 
Heather Haniotis '81 Speech 
Communication 
In a time when everyone is 
affected by the economic 
crisis, everyone must pitch in. 
I am in favor of President 
Reagan's economic plan as 
long as everyone truly does 
pitch in and help. 
Karen Weisbard '83 
Psychology /Philosophy 
I think some of his cuts are 
needed and I feel others will 
hurt the people, i.e. food 
stamps, student loans. 
Spike Mesinger '82 P.J. Wacker '81 Cinema 
History/Politics I am particularly troubled 
First of all President Reagan by cut backs in funding for the 
scares me. His budget cuts are· fine arts. They are not a 
very drastic but the full impact major expense in the budget, 
will not be felt right away. so the cuts cannot -have a 
The Senate and the House will major effect on the economy. 
let the budget go through with All they can do is further 
out much opposition. I had deemphasize this country's 
hoped that the Senate would concern for the fine arts. 
have been able to curtail 
President Reagan, but that did 
Olli happen. 
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" 
EDITORIAL 
The controversy that surrounded the Student Government Elections ap-
pears to have been quieted. The questions ove~ _election procedures sllll 
remain however beyond the Student Congress dec1S1on not to have a revote. 
The practice ~f awarding demerits to parties seemed to in_dicate f h~t _elec-
tion rules were quite strict. It seems strange that the questwns raised as to 
whether or not these "strict" rules were followed have been addressed so in-
directly. 
The presentation of.facts wo':'/d hopefu!lv clear uo all.the contro~e(SY a~d 
accusations of dishonesty withm the e/ect,on. The e/ect,on Committee, with 
the support of the Student Congress, has made the seemingly subjective 
decision to accept the election results and consider the issue closed. 
Does it not seem ironic that the questions about such a system of stringent 
guidelines should be settled by l!hat appear~ to ,be a ~'J!eace-making,, attem-
P.t? The issues raised concerning the elecflon s vahd1ty have not been ad-
aressed with substantial, objective reasoning. 
If the complaints against the election procedures have been answered to the 
satisfaction of the complainants, then perhaps the situation at hand should 
be dropped. A more important issue still remains, however, concerning the 
overall suitability of campaign guidelines. 
It is'doubtful that the election rules are carefully laid out if this controversy 
was the result. The Student Government elections are by no means quiet or 
insignificant. The rules which dictate the practices shcmld not be subject to 
debate after the electi'on . · 
The procedures for elections should be carefully looked at now to deter-
mine their objectivity, clarity and fairness which appears to be questionable 
in light of the situation which occurred after the election of last wee~. 
Corrections: 
In the April 9 issue concerning the article on proposed changes in traffic policy on campus: 
The parking survey was conducted by the Committee for Student AffairsiCampus Affairs 
and submitted to the Traffic Policies Committee. 
Recommendations have been made by the Traffic Policies Committee, but no policy 
changes h~ve_ been made as yet. 
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O_pEds & Letters 
SAB Explains Process last fall. We found that 5tudents wanted a diversified speaker's program. Students 
expres~ a desire for a comedy 
program. We had one, and it 
was quite 5Uccessful. 50.8 
percent of the re~pomes ex-
pressed intcre\t in a political 
5peaker. G. Gordon Liddy 
wa~ a choice which students 
responded favorably to. The 
positive response from com-
mittee members, a~ well a~ 
Liddy's :rception on other 
campm,e\, confirmed I he 
marketability of thi\ man. 
Finally the rc5pomes nr an 
Ithacan "Inquirer" which 
asked "What do you think of 
G. Gordon Lid_dy coming to 
I.C.?" showed that at lea\t 4 
out of 8 st 1 dents intended on 
going to the event. The 
To the Editor: at the begining of the year, committee. 
As a result of the co11trover-
sy that has emerged on campus 
regarding the selection process 
of G. Gordon Liddy, l feel 
that it is appropriate to 
disclose the way in which the 
speakers committee selected 
Liddy. This process was 
democratic, comprehensive, 
and unbiased. 
As chairperson of :he 
Speakers Committee, l used 
the resources available to me 
and formed a diversified, .. Once this committee for-
campus wide committee. This med, we began to research the 
committee had input from all available programs on the lee-
fields of study at Ithaca ture curcuit(sic) that would 
College. This was accom- best fit the needs of the I.C. 
plished by the-Activities Fair community. G. Gordon Lid-
in the fall semester, and a dy's name was discussed with 
general recruitment meeting of great interest. We then started 
the Student Activities Board re~carch in order to find out 
early in the second semester. how the J.C. community felt 
In addition, throughout the and whether or not he would 
year, anyone expressing in- be able to speak. A campus 
terest was welcomed on to the wide survey was conducted 
continued on page 4 
Student Trustee Questions 
SAB's Method 
To the Editor: that you should have gcr . 1 
more student input hc 1 ,HI! 
contracting Liddy's ,ervice. 
An Open Letter to the SAB 
Speakers Committee, 
I am writing in reference to F acuity Rights Demanded 
your decision to get Gordon 
document book of the AAUP Liddy to speak at Ithaca 
stating clearly that the year College. There are two main 
would count towards tenure. issues at stake, one is a 
Why didn't you read it? And "moral" issue and the other i, 
why don't you and the provost a procedural one. I wish to 
and the president admit that to address both issues. 
I feel this way for l \\ 0 
reasons. One, Student Gover-
nment has worked hard this 
year to get more student input 
into administration decisions. 
Yet, your committee, (while 
admittedly composed of 
~tudents) made a very con-
troversial decision with little 
~tudent input. I do not feel a 
\urvey in September qualifies 
a~ adequate input. Second, 
your positions are not elective 
and thus do not represent the 
entire student body. As such, 
you should have gotten more 
input from the student body. 
To the Editor: 
Tom, today marks eleven 
weeks that I have waited to see 
my file since I made the 
request! The Freedom of In-
formation Act gives me this 
right since I did not waive it. I 
intend to insist on this even if I 
must get a judge's order. 
It should be clear to you 
that the reason I signed a final 
contract was not to admit 
defeat but to give me the time I 
need to seek a new position. 
You and the provost and the 
president delayed giving me 
any alternative employment 
offer ·ror nearly a year! 
Promising (over department 
protests-never answered) that 
I'd hear bv October 1st. You 
did not keep your own 
deadline but picked a great 
day to tell me that there were 
not alternatives, but only one 
offer-no negotiations-and that 
I would have to waive rights to 
de factor tenure to accept it. 
You told me on December 23, 
it certainly made a joyous 
Christman. 
You misled me and misin-
formed me on May 31, I 978 
saying that if I took a leave to 
complete my doctorate (in 
Wales) that the whole year 
would not count and you cite 
the regional office of the 
AAUP. They have no record 
of a letter from you. I 
believed you then but later 
read for myself the "Policies" 
~-----~ ~~ 
J,·11e (/1,,,.,,fl .'ltt /71,*' /8(/i ~n(ua,y 13'.--o,e , o/( ,Jl,e 
the killdea cut o1 an. 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
AIRY~nARY 
116 N. CAYUGA STREET• (Inside the Clinton House) 
273-2221 
We Created Brunch ... 
8:00 · 11:30 
11:30- 2:00 
S3.95 
S4.95 
RAMADA INN 
deny me defacto tenure is to The "moral" question is 
fly in the face of AAUP whether student money should 
policies and to ignore not only be used to pay an ex-
the local AAUP but the NE Watergate criminal to speak. 
regional office of the AAUP Aithough I personally don't 
and their legal staff who feel this is proper, I believe in 
replied by letter? The college freedom of speech. Thus, I 
is committed to AAUP can't oppose Liddy on this 
policies by Handbook ground. 
statements (and we faculty However, I do question the 
have to agree to abide by them method whereby you chose to 
when we sign our contract). get Liddy. First, I want to 
President Whalen said to me make two assertions on which 
that he was convinced that I believe there is little 
many AAUP policies hurt disagreement. These are that 
faculty though he never ex- Liddy is controversial and that 
plained how-a curious attitude he is expe9Sive. Since he is 
continued on page 4 both of thes$ things, I believe 
In conclusion, I think you 
should have brought this 
measure at least to Student 
Congress. Furthermore, I 
hope on similar issues in the 
future, you will do so. 
Steve Hansler 
Student Trustee 
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·BOC Delays Anrwuilcement 
Tu the Editor'; 
Due to a certain turn of 
events, the Bureau of Concerts 
is unable at this time to an-
nounce the names of the bands 
performing at the Outdoor 
Spring Gonccrt. This is 
because of certain stipulations 
set down concerning this par-
ticular show. Several years 
ago, when Pure Prairie League 
appeared at Ithaca College, 
the Bureau of Concerts made· 
certain agreements with Dr. 
Corrcnti, Vice President of 
Student Affairs to assure the 
continuation of the traditional 
om door concert. BOC must 
adhere to these agreements to 
have our show, and if we an-
nounce the bands m this issue 
of the Ithacan, it would .be in 
conflicting with those 
agreements. . 
· The Bureau of Concerts 
will, however, announce the 
bands on ·Monday, April 20. 
Flyers will be distributed all 
over campus with this infor-
mation. Ticket information 
will appear in today's 
Ithacan. Please· remember, 
that this show is for Ithaca 
College students only, and 
those interested in attending 
the concert must have a ticket 
to be allowed into the gym, 
Tickets will be available in 
Egbert Union, and only one 
ticket will be given out per 
SlUOCnt. 
ff anyone should have any 
questions concerning the 
tickets, please feel free to con-
tact BOC. 
The Executive Board of the 
Bureau of Concerts 
t 
"Bilter" Professor C~ Administration 
continued from page 3 leading ·me in the tenure tract: writing, calling, stopping at present students and the duding the great Lenox Quar-
for one · a·t the top of an encouraging me to complete a the oifice or our home for faculty who wm remain, will tel (now to leave us}-not ones 
educational institution. And doctorate as a "mature long visits. I singcrely thank continue to create rumbles of who love only figures, quotas, 
to another he admitted that he student," then setting up faculty, friends, and students steady dissent, asking that this and profit. 
does not always follow thr tenure quotas enforcing them, who have, on their own, inter- place once again become an Tom, I want to sec my file 
AAUP. The AAUP should and firing me early enough so ceded and pleaded for me and educational institution, now~I insist! 
take action and have thi~ that you can 'tlnce more defeat for a sense of justice and who hopefully in charge of persons Sincerely, 
school black-lis;ed as an in- a Federal Law that would give also are frustrated. who care for other persons-in- George E. Clarkson 
stitution that flagrantly t1au11 a person the right to continue One would hope tha1 
ts clear regulations. in employment until 70. The 
I was told that if I wished t( corporation mentality ha, 
fight the college stand, that I taken over, sowing seeds of 
was "to go to court". [ am destruction, undermining. 
sure that I have a strong case quality education. lt has, in 
but why should I, the li{{k my case, turned a one-timl' 
one, have to spend $20,000 ro dedicated and loyal member of 
$3" 000 to fight the big one- the Ithaca College community 
the corporation with a 37 into a bitter and discouraged 
million dollar budget, one tha1 professor who must now look 
can afford three high priced for a new future-away from 
lawyers for some two weeks here where I have spent 19 
just to fight faculty before the year:i' of my life. I still love 
NLRB? I refuse 10 spend students, cherish their frien-
somc 'five years of my life in dships and the continuing 
court li!igations. You Tom, friendship of hundreds of 
and the president succeeded in graduates who keep in touch, 
* Selection Defended 
ata\teoll 
.g1asses, 
~ 
coritmuedfrom page 3 
speaker that LC. wanted to 
hear. 
ln researching the quality of 
the speaker and the type of lec-
ture he delivered the responses 
from othei: schools were again 
overwhelmingly positive. 
- Program Advisor Manha 
Hoover of the University of 
Southwestern Louisiana: 
"This important lecture wa, 
Speakers Committee chose a 
revealing not only in terms of 
Washington intrigue, but in 
regards to the climate of out 
times. Liddy rntis1 be seen and 
heard to be believed." 
• Assistant Program Coor-
dinator, Robin W. Hartford 
of University of Maine at 
Orono stared: ''Liddy's ob-
servation on the nations pa~t, 
present, and future was an 
outstanding program that in-
terested many." 
- Assistant Director of Univer-
sity Activities, Lisa La Guar-
dia, of Fairfield University 
said: "Mr. Liddy was very 
professional in his interactions 
with member~ of the audicn-
ce." 
In addition Liddy wa, named 
1he _number one speaker in 
continued on page 7 
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. Dcwiu Mall 
.ethnic night 
on Sunday 
.daily specials 
.273-9610 
. fresh fish un 
wel'kc-nds 
.gourmet 
wgetarian 
fine international and original q.1isine 
,_...., •r• ••11• ,_,_,~.....,-~,.. ...... ~• •4- • ..,,_ ............... 
"To Keep Your Spirits Ur," 
H&H 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE 
TOLC. CAMPUS 
218 ON TifE COMMONS 
"t'ealuring the Finest Selection of N. Y. Slate Wines" 
Afterno,on 
DELIVERIES 272-2111 
Lunch and Happy Hour . 
Lunch can be a pleasant interlude in your busy 
day. It's as easy as saying "let's meet at the Harbour 
today!" 
Happy Hour at the Harbour is a soothing 
, experience-and if the first dri.ok doesn't do it-ihe 
second one is on 1he house (beer. wine and bar 
pours}. Enjoy an interlude tomorrow-at ... 
Oldport Harbour~ 1\tt:e ore! Whe« vou l!nd It. 
~- you'll love Ul Ai 111'! s/1111 of the flags 111 ;:: i. 
hhaca, New Vorli • ,1 
(607) 272-6550 -......... W 
"One ,if the flnecl resl•uranl• -
anj1Where"-Hospl1'11tv lltagulne -
-THE ITHACAN Pages 
Whalen Lends Views On Issues 
By Scott Purdy 
President Whalen gave what 
he termed a "state of the 
college address" to student 
congress on Tuesday night. 
He opened his speech by 
stating that he feels it has been 
a fine year academically and 
from a campus life point of 
view. 
Whalen said he is pleased to 
see that there has been a 30 
percent increase in the number 
of application over last year 
which he feels is a positive 
response to -Ithaca College as 
an educational institution. 
He sees an uncertain future 
for financial aid and he is 
fighting hard in Washington 
and in Albany to insure that 
the legislators understand the 
problem that decreased aid 
will mean to educational in-
sritutions. Whalen thinks that 
this country needs a strong 
• 
defense, but it should be a 
balanced program and he wan-
t~ to insure that we keep our 
share of the pie. 
"I feel that the academic 
programs arc going well and 
that rhis school has a good 
group of deans," Whalen 
said. He was also plea5cd with 
rhe President's Host Commit-
tee and the job that they do in 
showing and promoting the 
school to prospective students 
and their parents. 
Before opening the floor to 
questions, Whalen praised 
student congress for making 
"a real attempt to deal with 
problems concerning students 
and the campus" and that he 
feels everyone has received fair 
treatment from them. 
There were several questions 
for the President concerning 
overcrowding on campus. He 
responded by saying that 
college enrollment is projected 
to decline in the 1980s. Many 
colleges and universities have 
already experienced this 
decine, while Ithaca College 
has experienced an increase in 
applications. However, this i~ 
expected to change without 
notice. 
Questiom were also rai~ed 
about the amount of input 
that swdents presently have in 
the tenure and promotion 
process. Whalen, said that 
when a professor is up for 
tenure or promotion that they 
must present the results of 
their student evaluations as 
part of the review process. In 
this way students have a say in 
the process. He said that this 
problem will be looked into in 
the future. 
Pre-Registra1ion Eva1ua1ion 
By Deborah J. Mahoney 
Due to recent dissension on 
campus concerning the new 
pre-registration process, a 
proposal for a Permanent Pre-
registration Subcommittee of 
Academic Policy Committee 
(A.P.C) has been submitted by 
Elizabeth Ashbourne, vice 
president of Academic Af-
fairs. 
The pre-registration process 
will be undergoing several 
changes in the next few years 
partially due to larger 
capacities of the new com-
puter. Liz Ashbourne feels 
that evaluation will become an 
annual job in order to make 
pre-registration run as 
smoothly as possible • for 
students, faculty, and ad-
ministrators. 
The purpose of this sub-
committee would be to review 
and evaluate pre-registration, 
its policies, and procedures, to 
make recommendations to 
A.P.C. for its improvement, 
and to provide an -arena for 
students, faculty, and ad-
ministrators to hear each 
other's views on pre-
registration. 
A~•ATlC 
CiAftDEN 
(ntSTAURANtJ 
Chine,-e. A.m,·rira11 Food 
18 W. St<JIP :,·1rPPI 272- , .. 'l50 
Ill I 
DeaJ of a MealijUij~]U 
,PutigiE•s 
Pi33a 
$1 .. 25 OFF 
ADDITIQNAL ITEMS 
AVAILABLE AT REGULAR 
~PRICES UNTIL MAY 15, 1981 
1 PER CUSTOMER WITH COUPON 
2-/~&nw,af/k;ad 
lltluu:a,2 72-7600 
~-.:'1=:TI";."\: 
At present, this proposal 
has not been approved. It may 
be discussed this week during 
the last meeting of A.P.C. 
Dtyer Rebafffi: A Reality 
By Sue Flaxman 
Upper Quad residents who 
~pent money in broken dryers 
during the first semester will 
\Oon be seeing their long-
awaited rebates. 
According to Student Body 
President, Jim Leech, rebates 
for Upper Quad dorms that 
-· 
HICKEY'S· 
i 
I 
I 
L 
:WI ::,i. T;oga [;1. 
ltlia..:,1. "\.Y. 
:!72-8~6:? 
THE 
Mnsie Store 
·-
had dryer problems earlier this 
year will not go directly ro the 
students in the form of a cash 
refund, as was originally 
thought. Instead, rebates wi11 
be allotted to the Dorm Ac-
11v1ty Funds of Hilliard, 
Talcott, Holmes and Landon 
Halls. 
House ol Shalimar 
On the Commons Pyramid Mall 
273 7939 257-2222 
.. 
A $70 total will be allotted 
ro each dorm not including 
Hood Hall, which received 
new dryers at the beginning of 
the year. 
The rebate money has 
already been deposit ed in the 
Activity Funds and is due to be 
used this year. 
Wine Glosses 
the iron shop 
on the commons 
272-5101 
SPRING AND SUMMER 
SALE 
Savings up to 50 percent 
All new spring & summer fashions 
* Clothing * Dans kin * Jewelry 
House of Shalimar 
Commons & Pyramid Mall 
273-7939 or257-2222 
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Alternative Banking Examined 
By Liz Costopoulos The mam advantage of the There have been no definite placed and which bank will Sgrecci said the committee 
will welcome any student 
comments. Part of the final 
decision will be based on 
student responses to the 
Banking Needs Survey being 
conducted by a team of 
marketing research students. 
Ithaca ColJege is currently 
exploring the possibility of ex-
panding banking facilities on 
campus. Carl Sgrecci, Con-
troller, has formed a commit-
tee to determine the banking 
needs of the faculty, staff and 
students. 
· Sgrecci has looked into the 
banking policies at Syracuse 
University and SUNY 
Binghampton. He said he 
does not see a need for a 
system as large as Syracuse's 
which has a separate bank 
branch on campus. 
One of the systems being 
considered is that of SUNY 
Binghampton, which utilizes a 
Marine Midland money-matic 
card machine. Students use a 
personalized card to withdraw 
money from their accounts 
through this machine. 
Sgrecci said the advantage 
of this system is that Marine 
Midland is a state-wide bank. 
If for example, a student were 
to have car trouble, they could 
withdraw money from. any 
branch· at any time. Also 
parents could provide students 
spending money by depositing 
money in the students' ac-
counts for them. 
systems that arc being con- decisions made about banking supply it. 
sidered is that students would on campus. Sgrecci said, he · The committee is made up 
be able to withdraw money and the committee will be con- Sgrecci, faculty member, 
from their accounts whenever sidering the needs of 'the Fahri Unsal, staff member, 
they need it. Sgrecci said he students, faculty and staff. Linda Longwell, and student 
realizes that a student's need They will also discuss which representatives, Jim Ettinson 
for money does not start and system would be the most cf- and April Sherman. 
stop with check cashing hours. fective, where it should be -
Milk is the One at IC Campus Party 
By Joe Halpern 
A slight twist was turned on 
Ithaca College drinking parties 
last Sunday night in Hilliard 
Hall. Milk replaced alcohol. 
That's right milk! 
Over 50 die-hard milk lovers 
celebrated what could have 
been the first authenticated 
milk party on an LC. campus. 
Maybe, even, the nation. 
"People called us crazy," 
explained Tom Baldrige, Head 
Resident and co-chairman of 
the Milk Party. "I think we 
proved that such a party is 
possible." . 
The rousing success of the 
party became evident at about 
9:35 p.m. when four gallons of 
whole milk and a gallon of 
skim were consumed. A few 
minutes later, milk shakes 
were served. 
~~ 
A P.O.S. (Point of Sale) 
system is also being con-
sidered. Under this system, a 
bank would provide services in 
local stores and supermarkets. 
A card would be used to with-
draw money. Sgrecci said the 
problem with this system is 
that they would need a person 
to staff it. 
"We served skim, chocolate 
and whole milk because we 
didn't want anybody to feel 
left out," said an unidentified 
partier. 
"I thought the choice of 
Beethoven's Symphony No. 5 
provided a perfect balance to 
the night's affair," added 
another. 
Truly, the general mood of 
the party was relaxed and con-
trolled. Only when there was a 
slight confusion as to who 
took off with the chocolate 
sauce did anything mar the 
evening. Otherwise, the party 
was acclaimed "a smashing 
success" by everyone that at-
tended. . 
Asked if Milk Parties could 
become the next campus fad, 
tsatonge 1augnea ana tnen 
seriously said, "Just a~ 
swallowing goldfish was the in 
thing of the fifties, Milk Par-
ties will be the trend of the 
Eighties!" 
An intensive program in Buddhist 
studies for beginning and 
advanced students 
Joshu Sasaki Roshi 
Dr. Giyu Nishi 
Professor Robert Gimello 
Professor Diana Paul 
and Allen Ginsberg, 
Professor Alan Grapard, 
Professor Huston Smith 
Tuition: $425 
4 credit hours 
~: I: SUMMER SEMINAR on the SUTRAS _j 
June 8-26, 1981 9':. 
For Information and Application, write: 
Summer Session on the Sutras 
Cornell University Summer Session 
St2IvesHall 
Ithaca, New York 14853 
Telephone: 258-4987 
f The LIVERr 
TAVERN 
/1,•!'ll l>ri11k." ·1nyu:lwrP 
(.n•al "'';"k·" & ,",1•ufmul -
JJ arm.Fri,•ndl_y .·1tmo.'fplu•r,• -
Si11f,!.-u-l.m1e f'ri,l11nf"arurdt1J '):J<J 
202: .",f4TERnftf RIJ. 
Open: 
,.. 
. 
ROUTE 79 EAST 
PHONE 539-7724 
Tues.-Sat. 
5-1 
This Summer, 
Cornell 
What better place to be than far. above 
Cayuga's waters as you improve your wrfting 
skills, work with computers, participate in a 
linguistics institute, or take a course in 
conceptual drawing? Nowhere else can you 
learn in the company of so diverse a group 
of faculty and students in such a uniquely 
attractive setting of hills. lakes. gorges. and 
waterfalls · 
'II. 
At Cornell. you can fuffill requirements, ac-
celerate your degree program. or simply take 
advantage of the opportunity to study those 
intriguing subjects that you·ve always put off. 
Request an Announcement 
and see for yourself all the 
reasons why Cornell is.the 
place you should be this 
summer. Tuition is S 12 5 
per credit or less. 
Cornell University Summer 
Session, BI 3 Ives Hall. 
Ithaca. New York 14850 
"l 
... 
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Advertising Forecasters predict Media Changes 
By Teryl Reynolds 
Predicting changes in media 
is important to maintaining 
leadership in the field of ad-
vertising, say Chuck 
Bacharach· and Tony 
Nacinovich, vice presidents at 
Ogilvy and Mather Adver-
tising Agency. 
Monday night, Nacinovich 
presented a slide show on 
media in the immediate future 
to the ad agencies course he 
co-teaches with Barcharach. 
The presentation, · called 
"One on One", wa_s designed 
to help clients prepare for 
future advertising oppor-
tumues. Preparing "One on 
One" took months of research 
by many people in the media 
department of the third largest 
ad agency in the U.S. 
The personalization of 
media formed the theme of the 
tremendous changes 
Nacinovich predicted for 
media in the 'sos. Media are ex-
pected to become far more 
selective in delivering specific 
audiences - the communication 
*SABCont'd 
continued from page 4 
America by the International 
Platform Association. This 
was evidence enough for the 
speakers committee that they 
had chosen a qualified, in-
triguing, and intellectual 
speaker that would provoke 
thought and be well worth his 
\peaking fee. 
The Speakers Committee 
cannot be biased (in political 
beliefs) in the selection process 
of a speaker for the I.C. cam-
pus. We are presenting a 
speaker that others have 
qualified as "the best". Fur-
thermore his question and an-
swer period will provide an 
opportunity where G. Gordon 
Liddy will answer any and all 
questions candidly. I hope 
peoplt: come prepared. 
Those who are opposed 
should rechannel their efforts 
and attend in order to ask 
questions that will provoke 
thought for all of us. This will 
definitely be an intellectual 
experience for the I.C. com-
munity and will benefit those 
who attend. ,,. 
Sincerely, 
David H. Ogilvy 
Chairperson of The Speakers 
Committee 
Student Activities Board 
~Abzug 
continued from page 1 
accept women. "I always had 
a decent sense of outrage," 
she said. She graduated from 
Columbia University Law 
School. 
Since then, important 
changes have taken place in 
society, she said. One of her 
daughters recently graduated 
from a law school with 25 per-
cent women, compared to 3 
percent when she was in 
school. 
Abzug said she participated 
in political campaigns and 
became disillusioned by 
broken campaign promises. It 
was then that she decided to go 
into politics herself, she said. 
Abzug said in closing, "I 
believe the future is ours if we 
fight for it. Otherwise we may 
not have one." 
will be more one on one. 
Technological advances will 
make advertising in 
newspapers, magazines and on 
radio more precisely directed 
tto specific_p<1pulation groups, 
Nacinovich said. 
The most dramatic changes 
will be in the area of 
television. The American 
public is prepared to pay to see 
the new television options and 
video equipment, he said. By 
1990, $500 will be the average 
yearly household expenditure 
for video services such as 
cable, subscription TV, home 
video cassette recorders, 
videodiscs and home com-
puters hooked up to television 
sets, he predicted. 
Pay television will cater to 
narrow audience segments, 
"personalizing" the media. 
The networks' share of the TV 
audience will be down 20 per-
cent to 69 percent by 1990, 
Nacinovich predicted, and if 
advertisers want to continue 
reaching their audiences, they 
must begin now to gain ex-
perience with the new 
technologies. They should ex-
plore ways to place advertising 
in the new media and solve the 
problems of measuring who is 
viewing. 
There will be advantages 
both for the advertisers and 
for the consumer. Because of 
the specialized audiences, less 
advertising will go further for 
the advertiser, and advertising 
will help defray product costs 
for the consumer, Nacinovich 
said. 
Advertising costs are in-
creasing at a rate well above 
inflation, he said, and to con-
trol the rise, advertisers will 
need to increase efficiency by 
doing more research and test 
marketing. For example, 
behavior scan is a new test 
marketing system that will use 
A and B cable channels to test 
commercials. The buying 
habits of cable users will then 
be monitored at food stores by 
using a computerized check-
out system, and the universal 
product code. 
The increased options for 
the media consumer will lead 
to higher interest and deeper 
involvement and personali;wd 
marketing, he said. 
Finally, Nacinovich said this 
i\ a truly exciting time to work 
in media and encouraged his 
students to do good work and 
not just hard work. 
"(~) TALENT SCOUT® 
A MONTHLY REVIEW FOR THE MODELING I ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY 
T AlENT SCOUT is a new monthly trade magazine being sent (unsolicited) to over ten thousand 
model / talent agencies throughout the U.S.A. 
Now you may have your photo reach thousands of local a~d nation~!. motion p~cture studios, 
commercial photographers, producers, advertising agencies, Telev1s1on-magazme-newspaper 
agencies all in one TA LENT SCOUT edition. 
TALENT SCOUT IS NOT AN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY, AND DOES NOT MAKE ANY SUCH 
REPRESENTATIONS, NOR DOES TALENT SCOUT COLLECT FEES IN CONNECTION WITH ANY 
CONTRACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT/ MODELING INDUSTRY AGREEMENTS THAT MAY ARISE 
AS A POSSIBLE RESULT OF ITS PUBLICATION. . 
The Entertainment/Modeling Industry expends untold sums each year in seeking and developing 
new talent for advertising, TV. commercials, magazines, newspapers. books. etc Many part time 
and full time work 1s presently located right in a city nearest to your home 
The type of earnings derived in this profession is astounding. and many have made 1t a life long 
vocation. You ma, also be Jware of those in the entertainment/ modeling profession that were 
discovered under more unusual circumstances than this which we offer as a serv1Ce to the 
industry and to those seeking some exposure in 1t. 
All inquires are rlirected to you. Though we cannot guarantee you successful inq~ires as ~ result 
of your photograph being published in TA LENT SCOUT, we do guarantee 1t re~~hmg the 
appropriate parties in the entertainment / modeling services that in fact make the dec1s1ve agree-
ent with new talent. 
···- - ·------ . PLEASE CLIP AND RETURN THIS FORM WITH PHOTO AND PAYMENT 
- AGREEMENT WITH PUBLISHER · 
I the unders1gn~d do here>by reque,t thdt the enclmed photograph be publ,;hed >n 10.000 copu:>1 ot T All NT SCOUT ,..,h,ch 
1s to be ,ent to local a,d national agencies and rPl.ited ,erv1ces ,n the entPrta1nmPnt · modt-l>ng ,ndu,trv I do hereby agree 
to hold harmless, and indemnify TALE NT SCOUT for any cla,ms. act,ons. om1»1on, comn111»om. b\ any and all 
1ndiv,duals, agpnc,e\ legal author,t,e,. corporat1om. that may be occas,oned ii, d d1rPct or ind,rPrt rP,ult ol thP publ,sh>~g 
of the enclosed photograph If a m,nor. the legal parPnt • guard,,in perm,t, publ1(<1t1on. nnd further attt>11, that TALENT 
SCOUT shall be saved harmle1, for publ1c.it1on FEE: S45.00-MONTHLY ISSUE 
THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE VOID WHERE PROHIBITED HH f N(LO',flJ PHOTO SH Al I '-<ll Bl Rf I L,R~I I> ~Nil i',·A PHOTO OF 
NAME OF PERSON IN PHOTO(Please Pnnt) H Lf PHONE 
ADDR~SS CITY STAH ZIP 
ACI SFX ttllCHI WIICHl COIOR l HS COLOR HAIR 
/ 
Kl MARK~ (AIICH I \C ll'R\111 I 
------------------------- -
--------------------·-·--------
!Ill I f'..llRI I H IOR l'Llllll( A!ION IN lOlKKl ( ()I'll~ Of IAI INT S(OUT t<; $4'ill\l l'l R ,\IONIH l'IIASI INCLO,E 
( HI ( i.... OR ,\\ON! \ <lKlll R ONLY PAYA Bl l 10 TALENT SCOUT 
Signature of Person In Photo 
>F A 
M>NOR Signature of Parent or Legal Guardian 
TA LENT SCOUT 
154-64 12TH AVENUE 
WHITESTONE, NEW YORK 11357 
(212) 746-4912 
PLEASE SUBMIT BLACI< & WHITE PHOTO (If Pos~ible)-
NO 
- ALL AGES NEEDED - AGE HEIGHT WEIGHT 
GENERAL LOCATION 
SEX HAIR EYES 
tOlhpr Ppritncnl lntormJl1<Jn On Film 
..... 
The lthocon's Guide to Arts and Entertainment 
The King and l;ATour de Force!! 
~ 
:., 
•. Tim Miller as the Kinl!,and Darcy Guhl as Anna in Rogers and Hammerstein's "The King and I" 
Darcy Guhl as Anna Leonowens 
,-- . 
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LBUMSJames Taylor-Dad Lo\/es_His Worl 
\ . ~ . 
_By RobPrt Cushin2 
There is an obvious connec-
tion here; James Taylor and 
Carly Simon are supposedly 
not the happy couple they on-
ce were. There's nothing of-
ficial about their separation, 
but the inferences on Taylor's 
new album are so great, you 
can't ignore the fact that 
something has gone sour in 
their relationship. 
James Taylor's emotions on 
"Dad Loves His Work" are 
varied: forgiveness, strength, 
acceptance. He's facing a 
musical canvas with mixed 
emotion that leaves the listener 
wondering what went wrong. 
Much of Taylor's new 
material will either remind you 
of the past or make you fall 
asleep. It's an odd irony 
because I'm not sure he meant 
to be depressing. James 
Taylor started a not entirely 
unique style in folk-rock 
music. His early works 
showed a perfect blend of 
quiet innocence and foot-
tapping folkine~s. 
Taylor has always pi<;ked up 
on current musical styles and 
adopted his own interpretation 
to otherwise uneventful 
musical trends. And his voice 
still rings with the usual deep, 
dreamy resonance it . has 
always had. "JT" was a tran-
sitional work that recalled 
many of his favorite folk 
ballad styles. He surprised 
everyone by picking up-a little 
Jackson Browne on the way, 
and even plays some rock 'n'· 
roll. 
His new album fails 
miserably at any attempt to 
make a clear statement. At 
least on "JT" and last year's 
"Flag", the intention was 
harmless and even humorous. ' There is one bright moment 
The production is the usual , on the album however. 
Peter Asher perfection. The "Believe it or not" sticks out 
problem is that he is too in all the confusion with in-
careful. I miss James Taylor's credible optimism. This is the 
sweet innocence and playful James Taylor that I remember. 
humor. I think Asher has en- Also notable, is "Stand and 
-cased Taylor in a mirage of vu .Fight." This song worked 
meters and soapy west-coast well in "No Nukes" and it's 
musicians. 'Her Town Too' is good to have thisorie on vinyl. 
a good example of this unin- "Dad Loves His Work-,, is a 
tentional mistake. This ballad real disappointment. James 
is a shared duet with J.D. Taylor just isn't himself 
Souther which sounds like anymore. 
Taylor got stuck sitting in the ! 
middle of an Eagle's recording 
session. 
New Sounds IN New Wave 
Ian Gomm - "What A Blow" 
Ian Gomm once said, 
"Rock music is really 
ridiculous. I mean all it is, is 
organized noise." That 
remark, by the way, came at 
the breakup of Brinsley Sch-
warz. Ian Gomm and Nick 
Lowe pal'd around for awhile 
and early in 1974 they penned 
'Cruel To Be Kind.' In 1979, 
Gomm released his first solo 
effort after years of wan-
dering. Titled "Gomm With 
The Wind," he realized the 
potential for stardom while 
forefronting Dire Straits on 
their "Communique" tour. 
Still, most people just drop 
their heads to the ground and 
ask, "Who is Ian Gomm?" 
Well, "What A Blow" will 
hopefully put that question to 
rest. The album is full of fluf-
fy pop that will remind you of 
Nick Lowe. However, 
Gomm 's songs are structurally 
less intact than Lowe's 
because the melodies often run 
- - - -
thin. "(I'm In A) Heartache" 
and "I Just Wanna Stay 
Herc" are good examples of 
just how close Gomm comes 
to writing a great song. He 
even does·a fine version of Jay 
Tempchin's music. Martin 
Rushent should be commen-
ded too for his equally fine 
production job. Stiff comes 
through in the clutch again! 
Devo - "Live" 
Well, this new six song live 
extended play disc may not in-
crease the sales of Devo red 
plastic cylinder caps, but it will 
help to., reaffirm that Devo is 
just a bunch of well-marketed 
loonies. I guess you could call 
this collection of live cuts sort 
of a greatest hits album, 
although none of their hits are 
too great. "Whip It" comes 
off live much more vicious 
than their studio version and 
most of it is well receb,ed by 
the crowd. This album is 
really a lot of fun to bounce 
around the room to, but one 
has to wonder whether these 
guys are going t_o get any bet-
ter. Devo plays live with tight 
execution that you may be 
sm:prised at, and the over-all 
effect is really quite pleasant. 
However, I stopped chuckling 
after.the first two·songs. 
Robm Lane and The l..har-
tbusters - "Imitation Life" 
Last year's debut album 
from Robin Lane was 
moderately received. I found 
the album however to be 
delightfully refreshing. The 
Chartbusters create an enor-
mously appealing sound 
reminiscent of early 60s Pop 
bands. The new album really 
doesn't cut it though. I was 
quite disappointed to find out 
that Robin Lane has basically 
reworked all of her old songs 
into only partially successful 
riew ones. There are some nice 
moments on "Imitation 
Life''., such as 'So)id Rock' 
and 'Idiot', but most of her 
stuff ofcen becomes too 
predictable. She still has the 
pipes, but she'd better start 
letting the Chartbusters 
borrow the manuscriot paper. 
Elvis Costello - "Trust" 
Is Elvis Costello really a Fat 
Italian? Probably not, unless 
you read random notes like 
Billy Graham reads the Bible. 
The good news is that Elvis is 
still the most prolific and 
resourceful pop tunes man 
ever to touch a pen and guitar. 
His new album does not come 
as a surprise; I just hope this 
review gets finished before his 
next album comes out. -Four-
teen songs appear on .!.'Trust", 
and all of them are written with 
Costello's usual nasty-but-nice 
esotericism we've all grown· to 
love. Nick Lowe's production 
is snappier than usual, and 
Glenn Tilbrook of Squeeze 
along with Martin Belmont of 
The Rumour make appearan-
ces on 'From a whisper to a 
scream'. 'Clubland' sets the 
pace for the entire length of· 
the album, so put your trust in 
Elvis' songs. "Trust" comes 
at a closely monitored brink in 
Costello's career and the 
reception will rest mainly in 
our trust in his music. 
Pretenders - Extended Play 
The Pretenders released the 
most impressive debut album 
of all time last year. Sire 
records has now released a 12-
inch extended play record of 
four new Pretender tunes and 
one live cut from Central 
Park. Chris Thomas · is 
producing with The Preten-
ders again and that's good 
news. On this R.P. is the best 
Chrissie Hynde _ song ever 
released on vinyl. 'Talk of the 
town' is a lovely, throbbing 
odyssey laced with Chrissies' 
milky melody which will reaf-
firm Steve Simel's remark on 
last year's debut.;. Chrissie 
Hynde is the greatest (not to 
mention the sexiest) female 
rock 'n' roff singer working 
today. 
The King and I 
By Teryl Reynolds 
Ithaca College Theatre put 
together a tremendously im-
pressive showing of the Rogers 
and Hammerstein musical, 
The King and I, last week. 
Special credit must go to direc-
tor James Lauricella for coor-
dinating the efforts of a cast of 
76, including 11 children and 
double casting of five of the 
major roles, and to the cast it-
self for a unified result. Each 
set of five performed four of 
the eight sold out shows. 
It was the second Ithaca 
College production of~ The 
King and I in 23 years. This 
production's 6()-piece or-
chestra was instrumental in 
sett.ing the many moods of the 
pla} . Many of the songs were 
familiar, among them "I 
Whistle a Happy Tune"and 
"Getting to Know You" and 
the production was strong 
vocally. 
The King of the title is the 
King of·-Siam in the 186()'s, 
who hires an English 
schoolteacher, · Anna 
Leonowens(the I), to teach his 
many children and introduce 
Western ways in his country. 
The King also seeks to 
Westernize hims~lf, and his 
major self conflict develops· 
between the western values 
Anna brings to bear, and his 
own autocratic ways. 
Anna has her own conflicts. 
The King's breach of a 
promise to her disturbs her 
• greatly, and she bristles when 
she is told by the Kmg_ that she 
his servent.ln the climatic , 
scene, she shames the king for 
his. brutality toward a run 
away -slave, and witnesses his 
subsequent breakdown. 
Lloyd Williams as the King 
showed great tenderness 
toward his children and great 
kingly pride~ His King had a 
stormy and childish temper in 
contrast to Timothy Miller's 
strong inner conflict in the 
same role. 
Darcy Guhl portrayed Anna 
with a sense of respect for the 
Siamese culture at the same 
time that she promoted certain 
Western values. The interplay 
between Guhl and· Timothy 
Miller as the King evoked a 
sense of growth and mutual 
influence of both characters. 
Marie Morrisey and 
Williams portrayal of the King 
and Anna did not have the 
fragile closeness of that of 
Guhl and Miller. The former 
pair seemed to be acting at 
each other instead of in 
unison. 
Morrisey's portrayal of An-
na was weak in depth. She 
seemed a bit out of touch with 
her role, which was perhaps 
due to limited experience. Her 
singiqg voice was full and 
strong. 
One of Anna's best scenes is 
the song "Shall I TellYou 
What I Think Of You?" She 
expresses her frustration with 
the King's supercilious man-
ner, and her revulsion at the 
''groveling behavior" he 
elicites from his subjects. 
Both Guhl and Marie 
Morrisey performed this the 
song with aplomb. 
A highlight of the musical 
numbers was when the King 
and Anna did a fast polka in 
"Shall We Dance.'' 
Kim. Farrell as the King's 
headwife Lady Thiang seemed 
overly melancholy at times. . 
Her songs were beautifully 
sung, especially "Something 
Wonderful" in Act I. Mary 
MacDonald as the King's slave 
Tuptim was especially strong 
vocally. There- were many 
other fine performances. 
The play was for the most 
part, well-paced, part~cularly 
the classroom scene and 'the 
song "Getting to Know You.'' 
~junt .~lekot fy\im~ Show 
The choreography and dan-. 
cing were admirably authentic, 
however, the second act ballet, 
"The Small House of Uncle 
Thomas" was too long. 
By Debbie Green 
The Strand Theater was in 
total silence Friday night as it 
was host to the renowned 
pantomime artist, Rajund 
Klekot. Klekot has traveled 
throughout the world with the 
Polish 'Theatre Pantomima' 
and the Warsaw Mime Aaron Pemple was the 
young crown p~ who ~n- 1:'~eatre. H~ is P,~~sed _by 
sistently gave a strong perfor- ,_ cnllcs as be1~g o~e of the 
mance. great performmg artists of our 
The play ended on a note of time" and "at all moments 
Superb." healing for Siam after the 
cultural ruptures and the His classic original work, 
King's loss of strength. The "The Wanderer" is what has 
crown prince, taking the brought him to the. United 
throne and taking a cue from States. "The Wanderer" is 
Anna, decreed an end to the Klekot's rendition of the ar-
custom of kneeling and chetypal seeker of the existen-
crawling before the monarch, ce of man and the. meaning of 
and a continuance of the life. Klekot closed his Friday 
showing of respect. night performance with this 
deep and creative piece. 
The remaining two_thirds of 
the show were on a lighter 
note--at times quite 
humorous. Klekot opened 
with an inventive "Hobo" 
skit, portraying with great skill 
another type of wanderer. He 
·then encorported a boxer and 
a soldier character sketch to 
represent the unstable risk 
taking element of careers. 
Despite the small size of the 
audience, Klekot put on a 
fascinating show which·enrap-
tur.ed all who were present. 
He rece\ved a terrific response 
from the attentive crowd--
which was practically 
spellbound by his intense eye 
contact and facial · ex-
pressions. Klekot's field is not 
as easy as he makes it look. 
His talent and innovative 
choreography are to be ad-
mired and learned from-and 
must be seen to be believed iii 
--
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'Fil(ns/ Nighthowl~s 
By David Lebovitz 
With the advent of the new 
genre of bloody horror films, 
very few intelligent thrillers 
have been made. "The China 
Syndrome" and "Marathon 
Man" wen: two of the best 
that were made in recent years. 
"Nighthawks," the newest 
vehicle for Sylvester Stallone, 
attempts to recreate the aura 
of a classy thriller. By using 
Paris, London and New York, 
"Nighthawks" looks very 
slick. However, intelligence is 
embodied in the plot in any 
good thriller and 
"Nighthawks" does not have 
it. 
· The story is about a vicious 
terrorist whose motives are 
unknown. After several spec-
tacular bombings, Wulfgang 
(the terrorist) finds that his 
identity has been discovered. 
He goes to Paris and un-
dergo~s a facelift. His motive 
is still unknown to us. 
He moves on to New York 
City, where two street-wise 
cops, Sylvester Stallone and 
Billy Dee Williams, have been 
assigned to track him down. 
"Nighthawks" is an am-
bitious film, yet has too many" 
flaws to make it a really effec-
tive thriller. The plot is good 
enough, although the motive 
for the crimes are a bit mud-
dled. Stallone once again 
·displays his inability to act as 
anything but a tough guy, and 
Lindsay Wagner is rather 
disappointing as his estranged 
ex-wife. 
I'm sure that 
"Nighthawks" was made 
specifically for the Cable TV 
market, since it has lot of spec-
tacular violence and subtle 
hints of sex. Perfect for 
television, "Nighthawks" 
ultimately docs not live up to 
it's title as an intense thriller,, 
so you may as well wait until 
HBO plays it, or just watch·· 
any other of ihe action-packed 
serials. 
Ithaca Spring Show April 26, 12:30 P.M. 
_The Spring Concert will be held in the field behind the union. In_ 
r 
case of bad weather, the Spr_ing Concert will be held in the 
gym. The Spring Concert is for 1.c.· students only and student 
1.D.'s will be che~l"ed onthedayoftheshow. Thefree 
ticl"ets for the Spring Concert will be available· in the ticl"et office 
in th.e Egbert Union. There is a limit of one free ticl"et per 1.C. 1 
-student and a student I. D. will be necessary to picl" up ticl"ets. 
If the concert is forced to go indoors due to bad weather, then 
students will need ticl"ets to get into the gym. Ticl"ets will be 
available on the- following basis: April 17-Seniors April 20-Juniors 
April 21-Sophmores April 22- Frosh. April 23 & 24-anyone 
if ticl"ets-are still available. 
'-. 
ATTENTION! 
N. Y. Telephone Representatives 
Will Be On Ca01_pus To Serve You 
As Follows: 
Balcony Terrace Dinning Hall 
April 27-May 8th ( 1 O:OOA.M.-6:00 P .M.) 
May 15th & 16th (2:00P .M.-6:00 -P .M. ) 
..... 
*To Diseontinue Service: 
Just unplug your telephone & bring it with you. 
*To Make .. Arrangements To Reconnect Service For The Fall : 
Look for an information package from us _in your mail. 
After consulting with your roommate(s) bring the completed form to us 
--
*We will make the arrangements NOW! & you'll have 
quicker service in the fall without havinf?; to wait on line! 
@ NewYorkTelephone 
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A.Look Back 
is an article which appeared 
in the Ithacan September 15, 1967 
.. 
, 
, 
By Toni Seger ured young people to take an 
Senator Kennedy visited the . active part in facing some of 
I.C. campus last Saturday and the problems which the worl~ 
spoke to several hundred is now facing. In this the 
students, on the Union Senator seemed reminiscent of 
Terrace, overl.ooking the his brother's Berlin Wall 
Quad, while the "rains came Speech of 1962. At that time, 
down." President Kennedy said that as 
Senator Kennedy's visit was citizens of the worlds, we 
)rganized by John Bangs, "carry a conscience" for the 
. local Democratic Chairman. world. 
I Mr. Kennedy spoke in support As the rain continued the 
:or the Democratic _party and Senator was offered an um-
its local candidates for mayor brella, but refused becaust: "if 
and alderman. He then turned the (students) stand in the rain 
his attention to the students and listen to me, I can stand in 
huddled under "Welcome the rain and talk to you." 
Bobby" signs, to escape the This remark, along with the 
rain. · entire visit was greeted with 
In his spe{Ch, the Senator. enthusiasm. 
Senator Kennedy also 
questioned his future voters on 
their opinions about th ... 
situation in Viet Nam. A shov 
of hands revealed almost equa 
numbers of supporters an 
dissenters. 
The senator met with Dr. 
Dillingham at his home before 
arriving on I.C. campus. Af-
ter his speech and reception he 
left Ithaca for Binghampton, 
the next stop on his New York 
State tour. 
When questioned about 
future plans, the Senator was 
this specific: "I think I had 
:,etter get in out of the rain.'' 
* STP • IS Victorious 
continued from page 1 . _-
Student Body President Jim 
Leech then talked of a " call 
for unity." Leech brought up 
issues that student govern-
ment is working on such as 
overcrowding, housing and 
financial aid. Leech urged the 
' listeners to get involved in 
student government. "It is 
your voice", said Leech. 
CCLOP president Chris 
Contis appeal ~as that 
organizations need people-
including SAF. Conti also ex-
pl~ined that the purpose of 
SAF was for "student with· 
gripes to get up and talk about 
them." Conti then mentioned 
a few of the organizations on 
campus that students can get 
involved in. 
Louis Hicks and Miriam 
Chilton both spoke as repesen-
,, 
f 
...< \,.. e. ?. e c re a. .J. ion C Om,.,, _ .u 
\ '' of' +he. 1 1re~ 
Studen+ Activities Boa.rd. 
ca.J l.s +he shot--- .,,rr~ 
Do~t rni ss professional 
73ahi' C ranlia/J 
demonsfra.fe frick shors and perform. 
a work shop f'o r s pee fa fars in a. 
~~ · , d [xhi~iiion~ 
on Wednesday April --2, ~"a.-f 8pm. 
in the 3ames room. oF H,e. e._gberf liniott. 
-Prior fo fh_e exhibi/.i"n.. SA.13. w; II be 
hold.inJ tt fool foll.fna.n,enf a.II daJ t,Jed_-~"-
Sign- ups will be a:f ~4e W/e in -Me 
Unim mt. 711.~ndaj fhe 2e, '!JJ. 
the w;n11er w,/1 play /3a/;e'1 CrM+ield. 
t+ia:I even,·~ 
so 
---------./ 
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By~!?:~~~~~~-! lost 
Bunnell , room key-$25. 
· It is imperative that all It is up to you to leave the 
students check out properly room the way in which you 
with their residential life staff. moved in so you do not incur 
There are certain procedures these charges. If you receive a 
for vacating which must be room damage charge, you 
followed. Failure to do so have thirty days to contest the 
properly will result in inac- assessment by writing to the 
curate charges to you. Con- Office Residential Life and in-
tact your staff member prior eluding a copy of the bill . 
to your departure day and Residence halls close for 
confirm your room condition. underclassmen 24 hours after 
Rooms must be returned to the the last exam and finally on 
· condition in which they were Sat., May 9 at 10 a.m. 
formed. Some common Residents must check out with 
damage charges are: Residence Hall Staff and 
Repair/Replaster walls- return room keys the day of 
9:00/hr., shampoo carpet-$25, departure. Only Seniors and 
towel bar-$10, light globes- approved underclassmen can 
$16, reassemble bed-$8, return remain in the Halls during 
mattress, any furniture- .-commencement week. (may 
$8/piece, replace pillow-$8, 10-17) . 
repl:ice Jinen-$6, extra clean 
tatives of CAN. 
Hicks addressed nuclear 
weapon disarmament and the 
chance of a "nuclear night-
mare". Hicks made an 
analogy between the people 
now and the Jews exter-
minate9 by the Germans in 
WWII. Hicks said that or-
dinary people in Germany 
were silent as today ''we are 
silent". During his discourse 
Hicks sang a· song to the crowd 
about a· German immigrant. 
"Don't be silent" said 
Hicks,and he closed giving a 
list of things you can do to 
protest nuclear weapons. In 
this list he mentioned the rally 
in washington' on May 3, to 
protest arms build up. 
Finally, Miriam Chilton 
spoke of the destruction 
caused by the nuclear boobs at 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 
Chilton read a poem and later 
said "we must protest if we are 
to survive". 
· Burton-closed SAF TT · 
alluding to a few of the ways 
in which students can get in-
volved on, campus. 
SHORTSTOP. 
OPEN 
'24HOURS 
EVERYDAY 
The 24 Hour Deli Store 
Comer of W .Seneca 
&Albany Sts. 
Discount" Ice Cold" Beer 
Featuring Custom made 
SUPERSTAR 
Sandwiches and Subs 
;-STEAK DINNER 1.00-1 
• (Or any other dinner) i 
_! With this coupon,buy one dinn~r ... get the i I second for one dollar (equal or greater value). 1 
I Mon. thru Thur. Expiref> April 30th. 1 
'-------------------------J 
.... \n<l<km·t l«H~t 
.Thc·:l·[>a,,·All ·\ou-<Atn·Eat 
ITALiANFEA~ 
4.M) 
EVERY SUNDAY• MONDAY• TUESDAY 
409 COLLEGE AV 
Bombers ·J)l_ast Big R_ed 
By Howard Altman 
The Mayors -Trophy will 
stay in Coach Valesente's of-
fice for another season. _ 
The award, presented to the 
winner of the best of three 
series between the Bombers 
and the Big Red of Cornell, 
was earned as the Bombers 
took a home and home series 
by the scores of 4-1 and 15-4. 
The two games, pla'yecl on 
Monday · and Wednesday, 
could not have been more dif-
ferent in character. 
On Monday the Bombers 
took a well pitched game at 
Freeman, with Paul Serino 
making an impressive first 
start. Serino, who was inser-
ted as a starter because of the 
heavy schedule the Bombers 
faced, fired a six hitter, not 
yielding a run until the top of 
the ninth, when Greg Allen 
singled home Marlin McPhail 
with two men down. Serino 
Struck out Mike Branca 
looking, hjs ninth of the game, 
to end it. 
The Bombers .broke .out 
early, taking advantage of 
Cornell starter Jay Kobylarz's 
wildness and an error. 
"Slick" Watts opened the 
game with a walk, and Tom 
Pallister ground a 3-0 fastball 
to the second baseman, who 
bob.15ted it for an error. Watts 
went all the way to third on the 
play and came home on Bobby 
Campese's single with Pallister 
moving to second. 
:Steve DeMa_tties forced 
Campese at second - and 
Pallister took third, but Bob 
~- '. l. 
"Yogi" Adams popped up to 
I short to end the inning. 
After Jim Barletto ground 
out to start the second, Frect" 
Yaple walked. He stole 
second and came all the way 
home on Eddie Sands' rop• 
down the first base line that 
Cornell's Dick Cornell turned 
into a two base error. After 
getting off to a rocky start, 
Kobylarz settled down, giving 
up only two hits in the next 
two frames. 
The Bombers tallied again 
in the fifth when Watts beat 
out a slow roller to lead off the 
inning. After back to back 
strikeouts to Pallister and 
Campese, Watts stole second 
and came home on Mark 
Fagan's RBI single. DeMatties 
strus:k out t~ end the innin . 
The Bombers got their fina 
run on Watts' second home 
of the season, a solo shot t 
'leftfield. Both starters wen 
all the way, despl gi em-
peratures. Serino is 1-0 and 
Kobylardz record dropped 
down to 1 and 3. 
Wednesday's game, 
originally a nine inning con-
test, was rescheduled to go 
seven because of the unusual' 
cold weather. At the end of 
the seventh inning, the um-
pires continued play and the 
game was finally called in the 
bottom of the eigth with the 
Bombers ~ay out in front. 
- Doug Decarr got off to a 
shaky start for the Bombers, 
giving up two runs in the first 
on Bill Bacon's triple and 
Mike Branca's double. Bacon 
. 
Campy conn~,~-. 
~corea on the - ctolible ana 
Branca came home on John 
DeMayo's two out sinide. 
ueCarr struck out John 
Di Giovanni to snuff the rally. 
After moving within one, 
the Bombers went wild in the 
fourth, sending 10 men to the 
plate, five of whom scored. 
The cold weather forced Big 
Red starter Fred Belak out of 
the game, and he was replaced 
by Joh!} Demitroff. 
Demitroff got off to a good 
start, striking out DeMatties, 
but he ran into trouble when 
he walked Fagan and gave up 
a single to Bobby Adams. 
• With runners on the corners, 
Barletto li'!ed a single to center 
Half, 
... 
that scored Fagan easily. -Th~ 1 win against no losses. · 
fun was just starting as Watts The two game sweep gives 
followed Eddy Sand's walk the Bombers 10-0-1 record on 
with another single, driving the season and it saves Coach 
home Adams and Barletta, Valesenta the hastle of lugging 
making it 4-2. the trophy, which is a big slab 
That was it for Demitroff as of wood with half a bat carved 
the Red brought in Tom into it, over to Cornell. 
Schonher, who was promptly 
greeted by Tom Pallister's 
single that scored Sands and 
Watts, giving the Bombers a 6-
2 lead, which Cornell never 
threated for the rest of the 
game. 
All the runs in the inning 
were charged to Demitroff, 
who took the loss for the Big 
Red. Doug DeCarr went all 
the way, picking up his third 
Lose Game 
By Amy Doonan 
For one half of Saturday's 
, game, the Ithaca College 
ia."cr·osse team· played their best 
lacrosse of the season, accor-
ding to Coach Al Wolski, but 
it wasn't enough, as Hobart, 
the nation's top Divisionlll 
team, took off with a 15-8 
win. 
The Bombers h_andled 
Hobart well throughout the 
.1p1ece . 
With the loss, the Bombers 
record stood at 3-3. Senior 
Bill Rosecrans commented, 
"We've got six games left and 
we should win them all". 
.:".' , first half and led 8-7 with just 
:H } under five minutes until in-
The Bombers got off to a 
good start Tuesday, as they 
trounced Alfred, 18-8. Ithaca 
reeled off eight first quater 
goals, led by the hot stick of 
junior attack Rob Serling, who 
tallied four of hi1> 11vt: goals . 
Freshrrian Tom Sutton pitched 
in Four goals for the Bomber~ 
and Marino picked up three 
goals and three assists . 
·~tt /. term1ss1on. Then the 
,, ' . "'I s k ;~~!r.ci- :~ t_at:smen went to wor , at-
. ',:iJ;-· · !. tackmg the Ithaca defense for 
-·~'l 
. ; . .} .• ;;:i-:J' two goals before the half en-
-~~-. ...... "'·'-"·~"" ... -;...:'-··:·""'!''~~· --~~ :,;: lded and six more in the second 
~~~~ • ,, ... , • ;··""' ::; ·""\' · ~ 1half, all the while holding the 
~-. ...,..f! · - ~ Bombers scoreless. 
· .:·. ~ 1 Offe?sively, . sophmore at-
~ tack Rich Manno and senior 
The Bombers have a pair of 
home games coming up thi~ 
week. Satudrday, they host 
··R.P.l. for a 2 p.m. game and 
~!middle Mike Biondi turned in 
~jstrong pe~formances for 
Ithaca, netting a hat trick 
Tuesday Geneseo comes in for 
. ' 
~ . 
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The Ultimate Experience 
By Michael Rinaldo 
On a cool, often wet 
weekend, 17 teams from 
throughout the state competed 
in the Ultimate Frisbee Sec-
tionals at Cornell. 
This first step in the 
Nationals Circuit proved to be 
highly competitive and 
physically demanding. After 
having had only five practices 
with which to prepare for this 
mecca of Frisbee buffs, the 
Ithaca College· Stokers fared 
weir with a 2-2 record for the 
event. 
On Saturday, the IC team 
was matched with the Whir· 
pets, their friendly foes from 
Binghamton. After a hard 
fought first half the score was 
5-3: It seems that Binghamton 
had the tighter team as they 
pushed forward to win 16-8. 
Undaunted by this early 
morning loss, the Stokers 
geared up for a match with 
Hartwick. IC's great depth 
and improved team play, 
proved to be too much for 
Hartwick as they steadily 
pulled away winning 17-8. 
Standing with a 1-1 record the 
Stokers took a short break 
before the third match of the 
day with Elmira. 
Once again the speed and 
new found pride of the team 
was the key to their success. 
By the end of the first half it 
became obvious that the 
Stokers would see ·winning 
trails. With many systematic 
drives and fast-breaking bom-
bs, IC decisively routed Elmira 
22-5. This win put IC in a 
favorable position for the next 
day and raised the teams 
spirits. 
Perhaps there wa. too much 
raising and pouring of the 
spirits in celebration that night 
for Sunday's performance was 
dismal. 
Only half of the team made dicative of the score, the 
it back on Sunday morning Stokers got blown out 25-3. 
and those who did were ob- The weekend, although 
viously feeling the effects of mediocore record•wise, was 
three hard games and alot of crucial in pointing · out 
late night partying. But the weaknesses and strengtps for 
sport must go on so IC paired future performance. The team 
up · with a strong SUNY will be practicing hard 
Brockport team. throughout April in 
Brockport had a very tall preparation for an important 
and well organized team that and fun tournament scheduled 
had lost only to state for Saturday May 2 behind the 
powerhouse Cornell. IC, who Union. 
lacked the depth to overcome This four team tournament 
the relatively poor endurance will be highly promoted and 
of individuals, had a difficult should prove to be an excellent 
time keeping up. Although time to keep in mind. It's the 
the game was not entirely in- · Ultimate Experience! 
Ruggers Clobber. Colgate 
By Richard Kassirer 
The Ithaca College rugby 
team got their revenge last 
Saturday by defeating Colgate 
University 12-6 (A-team) and 
33-0 (B-team). The wins 
evened both the A- and S-
teams' records at 2-2. 
In their previous meeting 
last year, Colgate had beaten 
the LC. A-team by three poin-
ts. Even though the 8-team 
was victorious that day, this 
weekend's wins meant a lot to 
all involved. 
"We got our revenge," said 
Rugby Team President Ted 
Oczkowski, walking off the 
field after the win. 
The game was made even 
sweeter for Oczkowski by 
scoring the first tri of the day. 
After picking up the loose ball 
near the Colgate end line, Oc-
zkowski charged through an 
array of players to give 1.C. a 
4-0 lead. 
The game became very 
physical after the score with 
heavy hitting coming from 
both sides. This wide open 
style continued throughout the 
rest of the game creating 
numerous breakaway runs by 
both teams. 
The wide open action can be 
attributed to the change in 
fields. Usually rugby games 
are played on the lower field 
that runs along Aurora St., 
but the Women's Lacrosse 
game was scheduled for that 
field. The I.C. Ruggers had 
no problem adjusting to the 
wider practice football field. 
"The bigger field allowed 
for a more wide open game 
with more back play (passing), 
much better scrum play and 
devastating hits," said winger 
Mike Cole. 
. In the second half, I.C. 
quickly took advantage of 
their early ball control with 
Jim Eckles scoring on a pass 
from Dave Kipnis to increase 
the lead to 8-0. 
'' All the practices have oaid 
off," said Jamie Leeker.match 
secretary for the LC. rugby 
team. .. I here has definitely 
been a smoothing out in the 
connections between Dave 
Kipnis, Tom Stiks and Jim 
Eckles. And (senior scrum 
half) George Enzian is doing 
an excellent job gefting the ball 
outside." 
The play became rougher 
and a few momentary flair-ups 
gave Colgate a chance to 
change the momentum. Thjs 
produced their only score of 
the game. Adding the extra 
point, Colgate trailed by two, 
8-6. 
Budweiser® 
KING OF BEERS~ 
ATHLETE OF. THE WB 
Varsity baseball catcher Steve DeMatties 
stroked four homers last week to help power 
his team to six victories in four days. 
De Matties set an I.C record by slamming 
!~ree in one game, a 13-2 victory over R~I.T. 
He followed that with a three-run shot in the 
8-1 victory overCanisius. 
For his hot bat, The Ithacan honors Steve 
DeMatties as Athlete of the Week. 
lt looked as if Colgate had 
taken over, but with only a 
few minutes left, the Ruggers 
put it together once more with 
Bill Carrero scoring to finalize 
the game 12-6. 
The B-team trounced their 
opponents 33-0. It is the secod 
time in two weeks that the B-
team· has scored thirty-three 
points. 
B team players who con-
tributed to the slaughter were: 
Craig Pruitt, Kevin Gunding, 
with two scores, Rene Ber-
nard, Doug Rifkin, Substitute 
Dave Kipnes, and New Jersey 
sensation Keith Hallman. 
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Hockey ,Anyone? 
Forget about sticks, and The way the system is 
skates and pucks and all the currently set up, the number 
other paraphenalia that arc one team meets the number 16 
quickly becoming obsolete in team and the number two 
the NHL. team meets t'1e number 15 
Last Thursday night, the team and so on down the line. 
LA Kings and NY Rangers What this docs is enable 
found a solution to the· teams who get lucky for a 
league's annual playoff week to eliminate teams who 
problems. Instead of a team might have a let down from 
playing 81 games and finishing winning so many regular 
with the fourth best record season games. 
overall, just to lose to a team In Los Angeles last week, 
in the first round of the the Rangers and Kings came 
playoffs that dido 't even have a up with what could be a fair 
winning season, the playoffs and equitable alternative to 
should be decided by who the present playoff picture, 
draws the most blood. when the bell sounded ending 
Certainly the Kings would the first round. The ensuing 
have nothing to lose if the melee, which took almost an 
NHL decided to adopt this hour to sort out and resembled 
formula. No matter who a Chinatown gang war would 
wins, they'll be watching it on be a perfect model for future 
TV. The same holds true for playoffs. 
the once mighty Canadians Instead of having two teams 
--..::.an:..:.d::...::B..::o..=.st;:...:o:..;;.n::..;B:::..;....:ruc..i_n....:s. _____ -"'g'-'-o_throug~ the usual best out 
of five series, the NHL should 
have the squads line up on 
either side of the red line and 
when the referee sounded the 
bell, both teams would charge 
each other and commence 
fighting. The team that had 
the most players alive at the 
end of three periods would go 
on to the next round.. This 
would eliminate upstarts like 
the Edmonton Oilers from 
stuning powerhouses like 1he 
Canadians. 
NHL President John Ziegler 
once said that fighting was a 
natural part of hockey. Why 
not make hockey a natural 
part of fighting? For one 
thing it would give more 
Americans, like Ranger hood 
Nick Fotiu, a native of the 
Bronx, the opportunity to 
compete in the ~HL. Nicky 
wasn't even dressed for the 
game, but the camera caught 
him banging Paul Pageau's 
head against the boards in the 
stands. 
Not only did the Rangers 
· Jose the game 5-4, they lost 
their best defense player in 
Dave Maloney. He'll be out 
for four to six weeks, which 
fits in with the formula of 
defeat by attrition. They also 
had to play Saiurday night's 
game without Ed Hospodar, 
who drew two game miscon-
duct penalties and was 
suspended according to league 
rules. 
The violence found m 
hockey is a reflection of 
today's society. With lunatics 
roaming the streets, picking 
off presidents and murdering 
children, it's no wonder 
people get their jollies out of 
seeing 200 pound goons 
flailing away at each other 
continued on page 16 
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J.V. Win Six of Seven 
By Steve Blank 
The J. V. Bombers are hot. 
They have won six of the seven 
ballgames played to date and 
look formidable as they com-
bine outstanding pitching with 
01 R •. , ....... ., R LE WORLD··"""',, . .,.,.,.,,. a, nu Of m nrn 
~, 
'l.-.(~ 
l '~ 
. I 
! I Jr ::., ;.t 
._J . 
Wedauday 
Allt'r S(hOol Skaff' 
} 1G S 3'3 
B•;inn,.r , Lr.,on 
s ,s, "5 
~ock ·n '1011 Qld1H 
7-11 pm 
All .AQU 
Th~rsda,-
Avo11l•b'• 10, 
Pr1vaf• P-,rtiu 
6 J0.11 JC P r.1 
C.an 1or On,,h 
potent hit.ti;;°g ~ach time they 
take the field. 
In a recent double header 
the Bombers defeated Broome 
C. C. 14-1 and 4-0 as Diponzio 
and Henry each hurled 3 hit-
Apartment for Renl 
3 Bedroom Apts. for Rent 
I ½ baths, heated garage 
Otll 273-ICXXJ 
Mon.-Fri. 9-5 
__gary Carson 
TIDSWEEK 
GETTOKNOW 
A LOCAL WINE% 
AND NEXT WEEK YOU'LL BE BACK FOR ANOTHER! 
~- We have earned a national reputation for ou,· 
/ , . ' ~ wine list-featunng the products of our own 
{.:~
7
' ,...::.. ,-~ ,_, ,t 1 local wine country En1oy the pleasures of a 
v • 1 l ·1 ' 
: , ,\'/ ;( .~ \ bottle of fine wine with our Prime Rib. Stea,·. 
,""::; . · i i·, ·· Seafood or Roast Duck Dinners AncJ our 
: '.~' ' , ' • ~ famous Shn:np-Soup·Salad·Sundae Bar 
---=-··~- _ rs unexcelicd 
---\ . '. .., 
' ~ ·' 
TUVIJACf(~§ 
Where lhe Wine 1s Bottled Poetry" 
R'.JUTE 13 SOUTH ITHACA.NY. (607) 272-6484 
·GRADUATING SENIORS: 
C 
Interested in the area of Finacial Investments 
*If you think would like to be a Stockbroker : 
1st Je'rsey Securiti~s maybe interest~d in 
training you. Career Placement Office can 
supply you with more information. 
Send Resumes to : 
1st Jersey Securides 
3699 West Henriette Rd. 
Rochester, N. Y. 14623 
0 Resumes will b,e presented pending a local 
group interview. 'Our offices are located in 
principle cities. 
changing speeds effectivelv. 
ters: Mark "Majelskis" Henry ex- Dan Lucas started · for 
In the first game Diponzio tended his zero earned run Ithaca, and experienced early 
stifled the Broome attack by sweep. control problems that led to 
allowing only one run as the The Bombers suffered their the three Corning tallies. 
Bombers bombarded Broome. first loss against Corning C.C. Reliever Roger Klemeck closed 
"There were line drives on last Monday afternoon, the· door this time, but it was 
tlying everywhere," comments dropping the front end of a three runs too late. 
outfielder Tim Barone on double-header 3-0 before The J. V. Bombers sport a 7-
Ithaca's awesome hitting rebounding to take the second I record as they enter the 
display. Outfielder Paul Tor- game 5-3. second half of their seventeen 
netta was a major contributor In the first contest, the game season. The pitching has 
with two long homeruns, one Bombers were flat and without been superb. It has denied the 
·m each game of the double spark as the Corning starter opposition while the Ithaca at--
header. cooled the Ithaca hitters by tack has provided enough runs 
In the second game, starter mix~ng his pitches we)) and Continued on pa~e /6 
r ~:C':r:y;~i'''~''~'1 
"€; SATURDAY!~ 
MEMORIAL 
RUGBY 
TOURNAMEN 
SPONSERED BY: 
GENESEE BREWING 
COMPANY 
AT CASS P A·RK 
.~.fRIL l§_th ,oam. 
*HOSTED BY ITHACA 
LONEST AR RUGBY CLUB 
.. 
I I 
..... 
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Women Laxers Go Undefeated 
By Amy Doonan 
With a pair of giant vic-
tories, 15-2 over Hartwick .last 
Thursday and 17-0 over 
Rochester on Saturday, the 
Ithaca College women's 
lacrosse team remains un-
defeated .... ;th a 3-0 record. 
Sophomore Suzanne Tassie 
led the Bombers past Hartwick 
with six goals, three is each 
half. Chipping in a hat trick 
was senior co-captain 
Margaret Pilling, while Shawn 
Benoliel and Marty Beard net-
ted two apiece. Paula Majeski 
put out a shining performance 
in goal with 10 saves. 
Against Rochester, Benoliel 
hit for six goals and Tassie 
dished out five assists to go 
along with a pair of goals. 
Majeski and junior Laura 
Giordano combined for five 
:,aves m goal. 
Ithaca's J.V. squad is also 
undefeated, having beaten 
Hartwick, 10;}, and 
Rochester, 13-1. Pam Howe 
has been outstanding on of-
fense, tallying four goals in 
each game. Sarah Simpkins 
has also been hot, with two 
against Hartwick and five 
against Rochester. 
Friday, Ithaca travels to 
Oneonta and will be at home 
on Wednesday, April 22 
against arch-rival Colgate. 
Pittsburgh Fraternity's Charter Revoked 
PITTSBURGH, PA (CPS) --
The University of Pittsburgh 
has revoked the charter of the 
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity for 
"the most serious violation" 
of university rules ever, cit in!! 
hazing that resulted in the 
hospitalization of one pledg,' 
March 19, according to Pitt'~ 
Student Activities Director. 
Andv Smith. 
S~ith said the incident. 
which involved severe pad-
dling causing back bruises and 
kidney damage, was "at the 
far extreme of hazing." Such 
"brutalization will not be 
tolera:ed by the university," 
ho rt')res. 
ROLLER WC·RLD OIi 1nrhanmer 11'1 i.a:,I 01 
257-3322 or 257,1202 p,,.,,,. "''" 
frlaay Saturday 
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Smith, along with the 
assistant dean for fraternities, 
decided to revoke the frater-
nity's charter in light of the in-
juries sustained by the pledge 
and of the fraternity's refusal 
to obey university policy. 
The ·Pitt case is the second 
time in two months that a 
fraternity has been disciplined 
for hazing. In February the 
University of Southern 
California. indefinitely 
suspended the Delta Tau Delta 
fraternity, when it was cited 
for hazing. 
"We've been in constant 
communication with the 
fraternities about our hazing 
Chinese 
Cotton Shoes 
--- $4.95 
both for men and women 
Water buffalo~ 
Sandals . 
' . d•it $595 ._· · ,d<'n'" 
-- r,3,,drn 
House of Shalimar 
Commons Pyramid 
273-7939 or 257-2222 
Drinks at the Ticket Office . 
Fresh Broiled Swordfish S7.25 
Roast Prune lllbs of Beer 19.50 
Roast Duck 17.95 
FlktMlgnon .11.75 
~ 
Frail Baked Scallops 
N. Y. Strip Slrllon 
Scrod 
Lobster Newburi 
•Everything yau always waned to eAI. 
Sil.SO 
S7.25 
S9.95 
S7.25 
88.95 
but mistakenly thought only your parents could arrord. 
Taughannock Blvd. @ Foot of W. Buffalo 272-2609 
Make S01ne Bunny Happy. 
( 1i\'l.' Fil l\\'ers fr lr Easter, April 19. 
~~ 
THE PLANTATION ~ .• ,·. 114 Itha_ca Commons 
273-7231 
policies since 1975," Smith 
explains. In fact, every frater-
nity was required to read and 
sign a copy of the policy. 
enough, but Smith assures that 
the sanction will serve to 
preclude other incidents hap-
pening. 
"We've had a very few 
minor incidents here, and 
none of them involved 
physical brutality," he ex-
plains. "And I don't expect 
we'll sec any more for a long 
time now.'' But Alpha Phi Alpha "sim-
ply ignored it," Smith says, 
and now it is "reaping the ill 
effects of it." Celts Come To I.C. 
The fraternity immediately 
appealed Smith's decision to 
Pitt's vice chancellor after 
being informed of the 
revocation. The vice chan-
cellor upheld the decision, but 
reminded the fraternity that its 
national organization may 
petition the university for rein-
statement in three years. 
dy Amy Doonan 
"The Celts are coming!" 
On Saturday, Ithaca College 
will be the site of a match bet-
ween the Celtic Women's 
Lacrosse team of Scotland and 
Wales and the U.S.National 
Squad. 
For the entire month of 
April, the Celts are toung the 
Eastern U.S. and Canada. 
They have played matches 
against Maryland, the College 
of William and Mary, tdhe 
Although Alpha Phi Alpha 
president Bill Gaskins called 
the sanction "detrimental not 
only to our organization but to 
the university as a whole," 
Smith says the school has Column 
almost unanimou'Sly signalled with fists and sticks, and 
its support for the sanction. anything else that isn't frozen 
"The Pitt News" went so far ,. on the surface. 
as to suggest that the ad- Undoubtedly, spontaneous 
ministration's hard-line ap- and isolated incidents of 
pr!)ach wasn't quite hard fighting are part of hockey, 
"'~ it's the nature of the game. 
Are you 
interested in 
campus events? 
Write for the 
Ithacan! 
274-3207 
But when two teams stand 
there and slug it out after the 
period is over, calls for a 
serious reassesment of the 
rules that govern the NHL, 
which latley lool-.\ more like 
theWBA. 
If not, why waste the 
energy? Why not merge !he 
NHL and the WBA into one 
league. If nothing else, it 
would improve the quality of 
the fight game. but that''-
another storv. 
Dinner at the Harbour 
Our new menu allows even the most frugal diner to 
enjoy the unique charm and ambiance of Oldport 
Harbour. Several house specialties are under five 
dollars, yet each has that special Oldport Harbour 
touch. Savory or delicate, sauced or simple, dinner is 
a most satisfying experience at ... 
Oldport Harbour ~,,.ce... Wh~n you hnd u. 
- you II love Ill At the sign of the fli'gs In ::: 1.i. 
Ithaca. New York • il (607) 272-6550 . -....... 'W 
'"One of the finest restaurants _ 
an11where"-Hospl11lity Magazine -
Cornell Law School 
Undergraduatt Prelaw Program 
June 8 to July 21, 1981 
A demanding six-week program 
for college students who want 
to learn what law school Is like. 
For further information write to 
Anne Luklngbeal, PLP, Cornell Law School 
Myron Taylor Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853 
Midwest District Squad, in 
~(tdition to a match against the 
U.S.National Squad -earlier in 
the month. 
Ithaca's women's lacrosse 
coach Andrea Golden, who is 
the Celts host for this stop, 
notes that "this is an excellent 
chance for people in the Ithaca 
area to see what women's 
!across is all about. We're 
hoping for a good turnout". 
Game time Saturday is 3:30 
pm. The contest will take 
place on the women's la.c field, 
and there will be no admissiv~ 
charge. 
JV Hot 
to win consistently. Their 
winning ways seem 10 ar-
ticulate in ,tat1s11cs what 
knowledgahle baseball people 
have been saying for years, 
good pitching beats good hil-
ting, anyday. 
string to 14 consecutive in-
ning, by shutting out Broome 
4-0. 
Second baseman "Scooter" 
Murray and out fielder Tim 
Barone provided much of the 
offensive punch by going a 
combined IO for 16 at the plate 
before the dust settled at the 
end of Ithaca's doubleheader 
ROLLERWORL OIi T;~·~:::::,"'.~' Rd D Pyramid M~II 
t---------1S7-ll7l or 2!il 1102 
RENT: 
House wilh-4 large bedrooms 
Available June. August 
Excellenl location-downlown by 1he 
Commons I minute to South Hill 
Rent Negoliable 
*Call Joanne or Leo al 273-4763 
or Ann al 273-9888 
LOSE AN ITEM? 
Look for it at the Lost & Found 
Department in th Egbert Union 
Office. We have keys, clothes, 
books, and anything else you 
might have mi~placed! Open from 
IOamto 10pm. 
"f.'ully furnished DEtUXE 
lownhouse al Greek Peak Ski 
Resorl. Renl for summer 
season, $225 per month and 
up. Swimminfi' Tennis, Hikin§ 
!rails, Coon ry Markel an 
Liqour Slore. *Call Greek 
Peak Resort Accommodations (607) 835-6111. 
COUNSELORS WANTED 
Coed weight reduction overnight 
, camp in N. Y. State. Spons, dram,1 
general, waterfront, A&C, music. 
Apply David Ettenberg 
15 Eldorado Place 
Weehawken, New Jersey o7o87 
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Classifieds 
ToTmy, 
One and one make 1wo. And 1wo very 
close friends. 
Love, 
S.W.B. 
Congra1ula1ions lo us! 
STP in '81 get psyched for inlcnse 
DDS on lhe President's de~k ! I Jove 
you all, 
a doggy in heal 
Hcidila, 
Happy Birthday kiddo! Tool is up! 
Hugs & Kisses 
Billy, Hey iake ii ea,y 
Hey take II licki 
Hey lake ii tacky 
Plea,e gel a Job! 
Dini 
Carolyn, 
Congratulatiom on your job offer, 
bul thal doesn'l mean you can read 
lhc paper in class. 
Bill 
Skmo, 
Hey Big Guy .. , 
What abou1 that "kid girlfriend"? 
lhe loud mouth applcfreak 
Upper Quad HR's for '81 POW! 
Let\ ~nock'cm dead next year. 
·lhe Rookie in Rowland 
Look, like we made it. Woo woo 
Spnn '81 
Si,teVi-Ycah 
l.e,lie, 
Your gi fl couldn '1 have been more ap-
propriale ! 
Love, 
AST 
To Kevin and Clarky, 
Pecka, Amy, Bert and I want to thank 
rou for a greal lime! 
The Daquiris were great! Same 11ml 
ncxl year! · 
To Lance (my Iii' bro) 
Congra1ula11om! Than~, tor \lop-
ping by. 
Love, 
Big'" Ll\a 
To the girl in 103, 
Inactive? going on a dale? We're 
there on Sa1urday! 
Love, 
The girl in I 05. 
Love, !·or J .l. r.: 
~l~J'==============-~There was a young man "ho,c lo,l Im 
Usa II didn'l mean any1hing!! 
Penfield =============== To the I21h floor Easl Tower women 
money, he 1hough1 it wa, ,ad, 1101 a! 
all funny I ,aid, Yourig man don't 
er,, ju,t ~top going lo" Jai Alai" Bhck, 
II is belier wilh you, I wonder if its 
belier in the Bahamas or Bar Harbor? 
Wcststein (This will blow hi, ego!) 
To the wild women in 310, 
No more "Doors" at 5 a.m. Now 
I like Karla .. and someone else 
new .. (What am I to do?) 
Keep up the tricks-
Love ya, 
Candy 
Peter, 
ll was so nice of you 10 come into my 
life, rearrange my clo,et and water my 
carpet. The olher nigh! you woek me 
up to tell me lhat my head~el was 
working because the light wa~ 
blinking. Spending lhe evening, wi1h 
you has been adven1urou; .. 10 ~ay lhc 
lea,1. 
To 1he res! of the DDS gang, 
I miss you all-I miss lhe bickering, lhe 
laughing, lhe farting, the beer, and 
most of all your good looks-mm1 of 
all !he you know what! Bend over.. 
Lo\e, 
I 
u. 
Good luck \\Jlh 1hc show. I can'! wail 
1111 ii 's all 0\ er ,o I can ~cc you around 
,lgain. 
Next door. 
S. Dude, 
They ~aid I couldn'l make II and I 
"on'1 have ,\i1hou1 you! You're 1he 
"..:ream of lhe crop." Really! 143 
S. Chunk, ' 
P.S. \\'ha1', nc,\? 
\IJry Ellen, 
Happ} hour "a, a riol ! Beer, 1cc 
,·rcanJ, and daffodil,! Lei·, do ii 
again ..,oon! 
11.'r 
Su,ie 
Dear Abby, 
You got my numbuh. 
Yours, 
B.G. 
To Pan and Be1sy, 
The Tom and Jerry Show i, G raled! 
Ellen 
Liuic 
Stay psychcd--wa;n't lhe lax game 
wild! Lei, toa,t the 28lh pledge cla" 
one more lime! 
T, B-B,, J-J, & Chuckie 
Dear Paul, 
May !>borrow ,omc ding;, 
rewahpaper my room. 
Mike Cave 
To lhe Pikesville Panther, 
I'd like lo 
I lo,c your curly hair and big n----. 
CB 
1',e nc,er been 10 a happy hour, bul 
l'\c wor~ed over a hundred of them. 
315 
Rosie. 
You 1001! 
LO\c. 
Pon, 
To the N.J .(i ·,: 
J..:a Ka No, J..:replan, J..:lu1z, Ida, and 
pooch~ic. Congra1 ula1ion~! ! 
II y 
Sd11na1ah Rabhi 
=========== 
To the Sunda) nigh! chef, 
Thanh for lhe fama,lic dinner' If all 
else fails, apply at a res1auran11 · 
Susie · 
To the 281h! 
Congra1ula1iom! ! 
ILY 
"Twix" 
Jim-
Thank, for a great weekend- 1he 
margarn, and Old Vienna,, 1hc t1a1 
lire and brcakfa,t-lhen H.H. at 1he 
Pinc,. Lei\ do it again-,oon. 
Happy 21,t 
Tracie 
To my adop1cd big ,i,: 
Thank, for being there when J needed 
lo talk! 
ILY 
Donna 
B1g"M" 
Though the· ,ca, arc rough, and lhc 
1u1ure looks gray, 1he ,hip ,iill ,ail,. in 
q~c,1 for lhe beau1y of ano1hcr dav. 
Lntlc "E" · 
1n y. 
ll.Y 
Sa,ha 
L.R. 
l-10,1 'houl ~oing 10 Dcbi','1 DM - . . 
Dor-
l.l\·e, Love. and Laugh and Laugh and 
!.:~ugh.. Chm up, kid! Th(rc', a 
rainbow behind e\en dark cloud 
IL Y -
One i\ho influence, your life 
of la,t year. 
Reunion i, Tue., April 211n the pub at 
10 p.m. Be prepared 10 go wild. Wear 
you hal, gla"c; and raincoal! Sec you 
1here! 
Your X, 
Pecka 
TO: 
1hc light receding hairline, Siplla, lire 
Whale Man, Chicken Fat, Spill the 
beer down the fronl or my dre\>, 
Sheepherder, Chri,lophcr Aikin,, 1> 
1hal the way you look, J.B., Pa, 
lackctman, Jerry, Harry-0, The 
Original, Pal 2, and lO any olher va-
voo-\ah,, If you only knew!! 
Signed 
The one'\ you'll marry 
To my LondonBound "Roomalc", 
Will II be Bowling Green !hi, lime? 
Remember he', bringing a 
rnend .. perhap, a po,sibili1y? Keeping 
my finger; cro,scd. 
l.ovc, 
ihclandlord 
LO\c. 
Boc~y 
G.R. M1ch-
fhc weekend wa, great! Sunday nigh1 
wa, better. Hope you h.1d fun! In'"" 
week> we'll do ii again. 
J oc photographer 
:\lton,o, 
Than~, for la,1 ,1ce~cnd'! Looking 
lornard 1oward, rhi, one? 
L(J\C, 
fhc Pencrl 
\\ IF-
\\ ha1 a road lnp! 
fhe Mm Icy Gang 
Welcome to Ithaca :\Ir. & Mr,. C. 
f.O\'e, 
Co.mmodore & Crew 
====;::==:;:;==:;;=~=;=;=== D ... 
To frac1e, Jim. Conlro & a ,lccpy Li,, Friend, c\cntually forgi\C and come 
To a weekend I 'II never forget!! Beer. back wgcihcr became people need 
nrcos, T-IO, Family Affair, pennie,, a people more than 1he, need pride. 
tlal tire, Secunly, omelette, & baglc,, Good luck nex1 ,car 111 Pr\. 
,moke! a hacking cough, 1hc Pinc, [ .... 
Happy Hour,, a wa,1cd Contro and a 
Happy Brnhday, righl Jim? 
H:00 am nexl Salurda,? 
Signed, 
1 he 4th ,lcepte" one, 
photographer 
To "Boo" and '·D1". 
the 
O~. lei lhe ,un shine 111. 1a~c it \\llh a 
grin. Daqu1ri, go wi1h lacro"e. hhe 
lornc goe, 1111h gin 1 
Lo,e,· - · 
Your 1crracc friend 
To my 1a,orue \lamac, 
Can'1 \\ait 10 be your room1c ,1gain. 
Gel sec for ,omc hea\y D, S. ;nd R 
andR. Summer 81. Yeah! 
lo1eah1a,,, 
P.\RA 
J.P .. 
Can I h,n ca \Ip'' \\'h,, ,,ud I ha1 '? 
f.Ol'C. 
The Man him,clr 
Amy & Jo·\nn, 
================Ml. Sue and Mr. Mall 
Am I ,hin1ng 100 bnghc'? 
LO\'C Ah,ay,. 
The Ligh1 
KJ. Mun~. Space & Friend~: 
Thank, for lhc be,1 birrhday ,urpri,c 
C\er. 
l.01, or Love, 
Jumpin 
Hey we're all good frienlh leis--! 
10 a fcllo1\ Karla Bonoff lover, 
\\Call need ~omeonc to lalk 10 ... Care 
for anolhcr "imcrview?" (same place, 
same time?-its been almo,1 a year) 
\lcarmhilc, hil one "to the hol dog 
,land" for the girl who appears (late) 
around the corncr..1'11 be wa1ching. 
lire REO heartbrea~cr kid 
B.:'vl. 
Don'1 climb so l11gh 1ha1 you can'1 ,cc 
your feel. 
l..E. 
There's a place in the world for a 
phlcmhog 
-Dan Fogclberg 
We're hungry for piua! !\1cel u, in 
lhe garden any nighc you're free! 
Mr. & Mr,. S 
To the pink lady: 
Thank, for bcmg l here "hen I needed 
you! 
Love, 
The 2:00 a.m. Driver 
SAUE fflOIIEV 111111 TAIIE-OUT FOOD 
FROffl OUR DELI and BAIIEIIV DEPT.I 
* OVERSIZE SANDWICHES 
*SUPER SUBS 
* PIZZA BEER SODA 
* READY TO EAT MACARONI SALAD 
* COOKIES. ROLLS & BREAD· 
Younger Stirk and Youngc,1 S11r~-
l'm proud 10 be a ,11r~-in-la" 
Sur~-to-be 
Jell Gandolgo, 
You're aimer! 
Bilil Schlo1,cr & jon Fin~ 
Saturdays Til Midni&ht · Sundays 8 am . 6 pm 
FOOD STORES 742.s. Meadow St., Ithaca 
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f.nnouncements 11re free and the 
weekly deadline for submissions ,s 
Monday at Sp.m. at the Ithacan of-
fice. 
Fall l_nternships 
:'llow i, the time to arrnnge field' 
,-ork und internships for the fall 
~eme!,ler. Getting an early ,tart cn-
\ure, an 111tcre,ting and exciting ex-
perience in the ithaca community. 
Some of the agencic, that will he 
avialahlc arc: 
Offender Aid and Restoration 
(OAR)-Herc you would work with jail 
inmate, on a one to one ba,1, 
providmg advocacy ,crvicc,. Get to 
kno"' ahout the criminal Justice 
sv,tem a, well a, coun,eling 
technique,. E \Cellcnt superv1,ion and 
tra111111g. 
Task Force for Battered Women-
WorJ.. wnh abu,ed women and their 
children. Herc you could work doing 
one to one work, adrr.ini,tration and 
education of the community on 
awarenc,s of the grave social problem. 
Training and ,upervision provided. 
Williard Psychiatric Center-Herc 
you could do many types of 
rehabilitative ,cniccs. including art 
therapy. ,ocial work. You mu,t 
provide your own transportation. 
Learn about the pros and cons of the 
public mental health system. 
Elmira Jel\-ish Community Center-
Do group and 111d1\idual work with a 
geriatric Jewish population. Excellent 
supervision and experience. 
South Lansing Center-Individual 
and group work with delinquent girls 
in a maximum sccunty detention 
facility. Difficult but challenging ex-
perience in juvenile problems. 
Tompkins County Mental health 
Residential Services-Work with the 
developmentally disabled in their own 
, homes. and apartments. Teach them 
daily living skills, social skills, 
reading. "'ruing. companionship. 
These are just a few of the varied ex-
perience, that are possible. See Elaine 
Leeder in Muller 307 to di,cuss you 
indi\ 1dualized educational experience. 
Art Exhibits 
Painting Up Front: Until May 24. 
Organized by Thomas W. Leavi11, the 
exhibition feature, the work of ten 
New York Cay artists currently 
creating paintings with distinctive ab-
<;tract ,hape, that interact dynamically 
w11h modulated supporting grounds. 
Rene Magritte: Sixteen 
Photographs: April 15-May 17. 
Photograph, by the ,urrcali,t Rene 
!\lagrittc 
\'ideo Fc~ti\·al: Aprtl 21-!\lay 3. 
7th annual c,h1bi1 organi1ed by the 
ltha,a Video ProJe,t Selected bv 
video arti,h, CrtllC> and curator, fro~1 
entrtc, ,ubmitted na11on"'1de. the 
program of tape, pre,cnt, a ,arietv ul 
cwerimental work. -
l'he Transfigurution: a unique 
phutographic cxh1bit1on, comi;r- of 
an almo,t futl-,i,e color reproduction 
ol R,1phael', worJ.. 1n the \'a11can 
May I-June 15. 
\fagritte. ::.nd Fal,e Mirror and A 
Ll's\On on Thing,: Aprtl 15. 3:30-4:30 
p m , free and open to the publi.:. 
Shm,n in conjunction \\Ith the 
e,h1h111on Rene \lagrttte: Sl\tecn 
Photograph, 
EJc Opener,: Image; & Origin,: 
S,11urday, 10:30-noon. On Aprtl 25. 
1·an11lic, d1,co,cr 11hat 1, m the 
ha,cmcnt of the mmeum. On \la} 2, 
famil1e, participate together m ac-
r11 Hie- that will explore the exh1bi11on. 
Pamtlng Up Front. Free and open to 
rrntil1c -:::-
SunduJ Afternoon, at the John,on 
Mu,eum: Sum.fay, 1:00-3:00 p.m. 
April 26· an introduction to the 
museum, a tour of it, collcctiom and 
rc,ource,. Work,hop activ1ty-in-
trnduct1on to the Asian collection. 
May 3: Jill A,Lling, Regi;trar, talk, 
ahnut "Peculiarit1e, of Fmc Arts ln-
,urancc" WorJ..,hop acti\'1ly-dc,ign 
gallery m,tallation. Free and open to 
th,· public. 
Galler~ Talk: May 3. 3:00-4:00 
p.111. Thoma~ W. Leavitt: "lntroduc-
11,,11 to Painting Up Front." 
Communications 
l'hr 1981 Public Communication 
ln,tihth" "'ill be held 111 Boston 
l 1nhl·r..it~ from Juh I-Jul~ JI. for the 
,,·,,·nth ,,·ar pr,1'iding a foundation 
.111d updat,· f,,r ,111dent, intere~ted in 
1.\1tl'1..·1, 111 "'l''I01lllllnii:a1ion. 
n1,· 111,•111h-l,lll!! program ~1,es 'the 
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beginning profes~ional a view of the 
po,s1bilities and immediate develop-
ments in the communication field 
through an inten,c schedule of class, 
work,hop,, field trip, and the visits of 
highly-placed communications 
profc,,ionab. Required a"'ignmcnts 
,!cvclop the ,tudcnts' skills in print 
media and editing. writing for 
publication and audio-visual produc-
tion. Thc,c projects arc critiqued by 
professionals and frequently become 
portfolio item, PCI graduate, u,e in 
developing their career~. 
Vi,iting professionals in the past 
have included Globe columnist Mike 
Barmclc, New Yorker Pre,ident 
George Green, TV new anchor Natalie 
Jacobson, and Terence Clarke, 
President of Clarke Aromon Goward 
Advertising. Field trips will include 
TV and radio station,, adverti,ing and 
public relation agencies, government 
press offices, media producer,, 
publisher;, newspaper, and computer 
centers. ' 
Founded by the Dean of the School 
of Public Communication at Boston 
University, rtic Institute utilizes the 
rich resources of the expanding 
Boston market for communicator5. 
For further information call Alex 
Huppe al (617)353-3447 or write: The 
Public Communication Institute, 
Boston University, 640 Common-
wealth Avenue, Boston, MA02215. 
Performance 
Joseph Papp's New Jazz at the 
Public Presents Amina Claudine 
Myers in a special Easter Weekend 
Performance with the Voice Choir. 
Amina Claudine Myers, pianist, 
composer, and director, will perform 
at the Public Theater on Apr. 17. Ms. 
Myers, whose music is infused with 
the gospel and blues -of her native 
Arkansas, later moved to Chicago and 
the Association for the Advancement 
of Creative Musicians. Along with the 
constant development of her own 
unique body of work have been 
engagements with groups as diverse as 
the Gospel Four, the Gene Ammons 
Quartet and the Leroy Jenkins Trio; 
as well as recent performances with 
Lester Bowie's ensemblers. She is a 
remarkably versatile composer and 
improviser with a broad range of 
historical styles at her command. 
The upcoming engagement at ~he 
Public Theater features the Voice 
Choir, organized by Ms. Myers to per-
form her original compositions: from 
spiritual and gospel to jazz and "new 
music". It i, a special performance 
appropriate to the holiday weekend. 
and a context in which Amina 
Claudine \1yers is entirely at home. 
There is only one performance 
,cheduled on Fri. April. 17 at I t:00 
p.m. All tickets arc $7.50. For ad-
d11ional information, plea,e call the 
Box Office at 598-7150. 
Exhibition 
· An exhibition of Women·~ Clothing 
from the 1900-1929 era "'ill be on 
display 111 the Red Room of the 
Prouty-Chew Mu,eum from Apr. 5 -
May 30. 534 S. Main St. in Geneva. 
The public 1, invited to a11cnd the 
opening reception on Sunday, Apr. 5, 
from 3:00 to 4:30 p.m. The exhibition 
will ,ho"' the direction in which 
women', clothing developed after the 
turn of the century, beginnmg with an 
Ed"' ard1an ,cene and ending wuh a 
Charle>too dance -cene 
Workshop 
A "Workshop on Volunt11ry Agen-
cie\ in lntern11tion11l Development" 
will be held at the llhacu, NY, campus 
of Cornell University, in association 
wilh the Peace Corps, on Apr. 24 and 
25, 1981, to look at and discuss the 
role of voluntary agencies in Third 
World Development. • 
Individuals from a variety of private 
and government volunteer agencie,, 
including Project HOPE, CARE, 
Meals for Millions, Peace Corps and 
the U.S. Agency for lnterna11onal 
Development have been invited to at-
tend or participate as panelists in the 
various dis~ussion groups. 
Representatives of such state and 
private universities as SUNY Albany, 
SUNY Binghampton, SUNY College 
of Environmental Science and 
Forestry, Columbia University, the, 
Pratt Institute and Cornell University 
it,clf al,o have been invited to attend 
and participate. 
Cynthia Moore, one of the 
work,hop organizers, says the two 
.... , 
: ... 
-~~-~.5.,.tt4' 
,J -~~ 
~,_1-n~ · 
Points of View: an exhi~i~ of black and whi~e photographs taken in southern Pern by Barbara Adams, assistant 
profeesor of Applied Writ!ng at IC and Laur1e Bronstein, anthropology student at SUNY Binghamton. The show. 
at Smedley s Gallery, also mcludes polaroid images ta_ken by Peruvian women through May 5, Tu-F 10-6,Sat 10-5 
days of discussions "are designed to 
draw out questions and comments 
from the floor, rather than to provide 
a platform for one or two principal 
speakers.'' 
There will be nine panel discussions, 
all open to the public and the first 
beginning at 8:30 a.m. each morning, 
each with a moderator and two 
speakers who will present five-to to-
minute "position papers", followed 
by open discussion periods up of to 
one hour. Included among the topics 
arc funding sources, ethical respon-
sibilities, voluntary agency missiqns, 
host government relations, food 
distribution, family planning and 
volunteerism. 
For an agenda or specific location 
information, contact the Planning 
Commillce, :?.52 Roberts Hall, Cornell 
University, Ithaca, NY_ 14853, or call 
(607)256-3035. 
Theatre 
One of the gmtest and most 
popular of ancient Greek tragedies 
wlll be Theatre Cornell's final stage 
production of the season in the 
Willard Straight Theatre. Euripides's 
MEDEA. in Robinson Jeffers' 
stirringly poetic translation, will be 
presented Apr. I 6-18, 23-25 and 30. 
May 2 at 8:15, with a matinee Apr. 26 
at 2:30. Tickets arc available at the 
Theatre Cornell Box Office, lower 
floor of Willard Straight, 1-6:00. 
Monday-Friday. Call 256-5165. 
"Theatregoers expecting a 
traditional or historically-mounted 
MEDEA, replete with Corinthian 
columm, ;andals and cla,sical Greek 
costumes. will be in for quite a sur-
prise," according to Director Richard 
Shank. He finds the play holding 
broad implications for our modern 
world. "The killing of the children i, 
the killing of the future. The collap,e 
of the family reverberates through the 
entire environment, bringing ultimate 
holocaust. Medea's power, to 
destroy. All of these find echoes in 
our life today. Perhaps that ii the' 
secret of the play's long life." 
Starring as Medea will be Evamarii 
Johnson. a professional actress who i, 
teaching acting and voice in the Cor-
nell Theatre Arts program. Greg Pat-
naude, seen earlier as Kurt in "Play 
Strindberg" and Benny in "Getting 
Out," will be seen as Jason. Two 
Cornell professors who have perfor-
med in a number of productions here 
will be seen in leading roles: Anthony 
Caputi, English professor, will play 
Creon, while Ivor Francis, an I & LR 
professor, seen recently as Batista in 
"The Taming of The Shrew," play~ 
Aegus. Miss Johnson has performed 
in New York and with regional 
theatres across the country and In 
Canada. 
Willy Pierce has designed set and 
lighting, while costumes are by 
Donato Moreno. Stephen May bas 
composed music. Pete Saul is con-
sultant for movement, while Alison 
Van Dyke is. voice consultant. 
Richar<i Archer is Technical Director. 
Convention 
The Comic Book Club of Ithaca will 
sponsor lthacon VI, a comic book 
convention, on Saturday, Apr. 25, 
and Sunday, Apr. 26 at the Greater 
Ithaca Activities Center, 318 N. 
Albany St., Ithaca, N. Y. Six comicx 
professionals from Marvel Comics 
will attend: Roger Stern, Mary Jo 
Duffey. Dave Michelinie, Bob 
Layton, Brent Anderson, and Denny -
O'Neil, who are presently involved 
with such publications arc Spiderman, 
Jronman, and Epic Illustrated. THE 
PROFESSIONALS WILL BE 
AVAILABLE TO DISCUSS THE 
~OMIC INDUSTRY WITH THOSE 
A TIEN DING AND THEY WILL 
ALSO TAKE PART IN PANEL 
DISCUSSION. Other activities will 
include: art displays, an auction, and 
a film and video program. Dealers 
will be there to buy, sell, and trade 
collector's item comics, records, and 
related materials. 
Convention hours are 11 a.m. to 8 
p.m. on Saturday and noon to 5 p.m. 
on Sunday. Admission will be $3 
which convers both days, and the 
public in invited. 
For more information, contact Bill 
Turner, 1043 Auburn Rd., Groton, 
NY (607)533-7623. 
Dance 
On Friday, Apr. 17 at 8:30 p.m., the 
Strand Theatre will present "Images 
of the Feminine in Indian Dance." 
Roxanne Gupta will perform the 
Bharatc Natyam, a classical dance 
from South India. The show will be 
narrated by poet Andrew Harvey':° 
Gupta studied at the-Nritya Nikctan 
dance school in Hyderbad, South In-
dia, and is a graduate of Syracmc 
University in Comparative Religion. 
She ha~ taught numerous dance and 
yoga classe~. and ha, performed 
throughout India and the northea,ter 
United State,. 
Tickets will be $3 available at the 
door. 
On Sat, Apr. 18 at 8 p.m .• the 
Strand Theatre will prc,ent Rolfe 
Sokol and Michael SalmiVi, two of the 
fine~t clas1ical musicians in the area. 
in a recital for violin and piano. The1r 
program will include work, by Baej, 
Bartok, Franck and others. 
Rolfe Sokol currently perform, with 
the Cayuga Chamber Orchestra, the 
B.C. Pops, and the Binghampton and 
Ithaca Operas. He is also ,tudying 
with Elmar Oliveira, winner of the In-
ternational Tchaikovsky Gold Medal 
award. 
Michaef Salmi rs teaches piano at the 
Communiiy School of Music and Ar-
ts, and at Cornell University. He 
recently performed at the Bartok Cen-
tennial Concert in Carnegia Recital 
~fall, New York City. He has also 
performed at numerous concerts in the 
_Ithaca area. 
Tickets will be $2.50, available at 
the door. 
Speech Communications 
Students Interested In becoming 
Speech Communlculions majors 
beginning fall semester I 981, -will be 
interviewed by Dr. Carolyn Gilbert on 
Friday, May I and Monday, May 4. 
Appointments may be made with Lois 
Wilkinson in the Dillingham Center 
Theatre Arts and Speech Com-
munication office or by calling 274-
3919. Students should bring a list of 
coursework completed to the interview 
and should be prepared to discuss 
career goals and expectations at that 
time. 
Language Program 
1bis summer, The College at Ne"' 
Paltz will offer a program that's a mu,t 
for -m.TYOne considering foreign lnlvel. 
, It's a two-week intensive foreign language 
program for beginning or more advancc<l 
students who need to llrush up on thm 
skills. There is also a program for tho<,c 
who must deal with English as a second 
language - a program that is ideal for the 
foreign tourist. 
, Twelve languages wilJ. be taught: 
Arabic. Chinese, English, French, Ger-
man, Hebrew, Italian. Japane,;c. Poli,h. 
Russian. Spani,h, and Yiddish. Oas.~ 
will be small and will meet five dav, a 
week for five hour~ each morning. They 
v.iU be supplemented by praL'licc in the 
language laboratory. and recorded 
matenals will be made available for 
listening outside the classroom. 
Those who decide to participate in the 
program will be encouraged to live on 
campus in a language dormitory and eat 
meals togethcr with their instructors in 
order to gain further competem.-e in the 
use of a language. The course i~ designL-<l 
as a total immer,ion program and ,tudcn-
ts will_ be required to ,peak only their 
targeted language bo1h in and out,ide th,· 
cla,;.mXJm. For thO\C who v.ant ad-
ditional language experience. there will he 
opportunitie!. to pracuce their ,J..ill, with a 
native speaker. 
lnten~ivc "udy of a foreign langua\!L' 
ha, proven to create a highly effective and 
exciting learning emironment in "hich 
participants arc able to progrC!., r.1p1dl1 
and gain greater confidence and en-
thu,ia,m to further de~ciop their flucnc, 
ll1c first two-wccJ.. <;c,.'\sion in all 
languagL'\ begins May 26; the ,;c_-cond on~ 
on June 22; and the final <,e<,,ion ,tan, 
July 20. Each of thC'>C <;c,.><;.\ions offer, ,1 
L'OUrsc of ,tudy for beginning ,tudcn1, 
and a !>Ceond for tho<;c individual, ,, h,, 
have a more cxtemive background in .i 
langua~e and d~ire 10 reviL·w am! :.kvclop 
their skills in the language. Th01c 
desiring to continue in the intem11 ~ 
program may also enroll in a ,;c_-qucntial 
two-week intensive language se.,ion 1111-
mcdiately following the first. ·nic,,· 
programs begin on June 8, July 6. and 
Aug.3. 
Fee. for instruction, room and board 
arc nominal. For thi, rca.-.:m and tx.-c.111,c 
classes will be kept ,mall, it is imponan1 
to register early for the,c exciting cour,e, 
Further information about thL· 
program, fees, and application dcadlin,.., 
can be obtained by writing Dr. HenrJ 
Urbanski, Department of Foreign 
Languages, The College at New Paltz, 
New Paiz, N.Y. 12561 or the Center 
for Continuing Eaucation at the same 
address. If calling, phone 914-257-
2625 or25 I 2. 
Die~a? Goals 
In February 197"7 the U.S. Senate 
Select Commltte on Nutrition and 
Human Needs headed by Sen11tor 
Geoge McGovern, published the first 
version on the Dietary Goals of the 
United States. The authors intended 
these goals as a first step toward 
developing an agriculture and food 
policy for the country. 
Testimony from nutritionalist5 and 
physicians, epidemiological evidence 
which suggested associations between 
certain dietary factors and occurancc, 
of a disease, and date on food con-
sumption and health in the U.S. were 
the basis of the Goals. 
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The s;nate Select Committee is~ued 
a revised Second Edition of the Goals 
in December 1977. The supplemental 
forward to the ' Second Edition 
acknowledged controversy over the 
degree to which the goals could be 
regarded as conclusive in their effects. 
Whil dietary changes cannot be expec-
ted to eliminate heart disease, cancer 
of diabetes, a more realistic expec-
tation for the nation is the delay in 
premature development of these and 
the reduction in severity of some 
diseases like diabetes and hypertension 
once they occur. 
Goal 1: Main the body al ideal weight 
by consuming only as many calories as 
needed for energy expeniturc. 
Goai 2: Increase consumption of 
complex carbohydrates and 
"naturally" sweetened sugars to 48 
percent of calorie intake. (Complex 
carbohydrates include breads, cereals, 
legumes, pasta and potatoes. 
Naturally occuring sugars mclude milk 
, fruit and vegetables. An additon to 
calorics, vitamins, minerals, and fiber 
arc contributed by these foods) 
'Goal 3: Reduce consumption of 
refined and processed sugars by about 
45 percent to provide 10 percent of 
total energy intake. (Although these 
sugars provide calories, they arc very 
low in other nutrients. They arc 
a%ociatcd with obesity and tooth 
decay). 
Goal 4: Reduce fat intake to 30 per-
cent of the total calories. (High fat in-
take is associated with obesity which 
in turn is implicated as a ri,k factor in 
heart disease, high blood pressure and 
diabetes). 
Goal 5: Decrease intake of ~aturated 
fats and increase polyunsaturated fats. 
(Many studies have shown a lowering 
of fats in the blood when this dietary 
practice is followed). 
Goal 6: Reduce cholesterol consum-
ption to about 300 mg daily. (While a 
decrease in cholesterol may be 
beneficial for those with ar-
terio,clerosis, more needs to-be known 
about various factor which predispose 
one to high cholerterol levcls). 
Goal 7: Limit the intake of salt to 
about 5 g daily. (Moderate sale intake 
is desirable, particularly for those with 
a predisposition to hypertension and 
for those who already have the 
disease). 
==============~ 
Meetings 
llhaca Landmarks Preservation 
Commision will hold a regular 
meeting of the Commission on Wed., 
Apr. 15, 1981 at 7:30 p.m. in Com-
mon Council Chamber, 108 E. Green 
St., Ithaca. N.Y. 
Bike Tour 
Andrew R. Mazzela, Regional 
Manager or the Finger Lakes Stale 
Park and Recreation Region, today 
announced an 80-mile bicycle tour lo 
the Finger Lakes region scheduled for 
May 30-31, 1981. The "Great Finger 
Lakes Bicycle Tour" will leave Kcuka 
Lake State Park at 9:30 am, with tour 
leaders and a lunchstop scheduled for 
a local winery. The cyclists will spend 
the night at Watkins Glen State Park 
where they· will enjoy a hot meal, 
Levcning bicycle-oriented programs, a jug & string band, and gorge hiking. The tour will resume Sunday mor-
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ning with a return trip to Kcuka Lake 
State Park, via Hammond,port with a 
lunch stop at another well-known 
Finger Lakes Winery. 
The 25 entry fee includes overnight 
accommodation-, evening programs. 
entertainment, a special patch, tour 
leaders, sag wagon (for repairs en 
route and/or rescue), use of the 
facilities at Watkins Glen State Park, 
Saturday supper, Sunday breakfast, 
Sunday bag lunch, maps and ,omc of 
the best bicycling in New York State. 
Spanish Studies 
If you're thinking about brushing 
up on your Spanish or taking some 
courses south of the border this sum-
mer, there i~ a new publication )'OU'll 
want to review. The 1981 Directory of 
Educ11tional Programs: Lalin 
America is a consolidated catalogue 
published by 18 of the better 
academically rated universities and 
language imtitutes in Mexico «nd Cen-
tral America v.hich offer courses for 
North Americans. In it, you'll find 
tu1110n fee,, course description,, 
housing information, program date,, 
registration forms, and toll-free 
WA TS number~ for free calls to the 
regi~tration center if you need ad-
ditional information about the ~choob 
or wish to register by phone. 
Co~ts arc reasonable, ranging from 
$90 a week mcluding tuition, meah 
and lodging with families or in hotels. 
Among the 18 participating schools 
arc large univcrs111es including 
UNAM, the Univmity of Guadaljar, 
and the University of Veracruz of-
fering a variety of art, language, and 
area ,tudic, courses in English and 
Spanish at the undcrgraduarc and 
graduacc level. 
Also included arc some excellent 
language institutes m Cuernavaca, 
Mexico City, Morelia, San Miguel, 
Chalchuites, Malallan, Guadalajara, 
Saltillo, Guatemala, and Coata Rica. 
These offer tutorial or small group (3-
3 student;) classe, in conversational 
Spanish for two to six hour, daily. 
New classes begin at all levels every 
Monday yearround. You can choose 
to stay as many week, as you wi,h, 
paying a, you go. 
Reference copies of the Directory 
may be found at the library or foreign 
language department-or order a copy 
by ,ending S4 to the National 
Regiscration Center for Study 
Abroad, 823 N. Second Street, L75, 
Milwaukee, WI 53203. 
LSA T Preparation 
In preparation for lhe June 20th 
LSAT, a JO-session course will begin 
al Cornell in Ives Hall on April 6, 1981 
and end April 29 wilh classes on Mon-
day and Wednesday evengins and on 
two Saturday~ from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 
p.m. Adelphi has scheduled ad-
ditional courses to bcgm m May and 
June on Long Island in Garden City, 
Huntington and Woodnere, and in 
Manhallan, Westchester and J3ergen 
County, New Jersey. 
Lay school applicants who arc in-
lere,ted in learning more about this 
preparation course, the LSAT or the 
law school admission; process may at-
lend a coumcling and introductory 
,e,s1on will which be held at 7:00 p.m. 
on March 24 at the Ramada Inn, 222 
S. Cayuga Street, Ithaca. For an in-
vitation to this session or for more in-
formation, call the program collect at 
212-679-2773, or wnte to: LSAT 
Preparation Cour,e, Adelphi Urban 
Center, 22 East 28th Street, Nev. 
York, New York 10016. 
Foreign Studies 
A new opportunily for study in 
Denmark is being offered by Scan-
dinavian Seminar with two separate 
December, the other one v.ill begm m 
February and extend inco June. · 
The Fall program will be run along 
the ,ame line, a, Scandmav1an 
Seminar's regular academic year 
program in Denmark, Finland, Nor-
way or Sweden. No previous 
knowledge of Dam,h i; necessary. Af-
ler a ,hon mtroductory cour,e, the 
students will participate in an intcn,ivc 
1wo-week language course and then 
,pend mme time with a Dani,h family 
practicing the language. From early 
September the student, live and study 
among Scandinavians at Dam,h Folk 
Schools (small rc,iden1ial liberal arts 
,chools), where they will further im-
nrove their language ~kills and immer-
,c themselves in the Dani,h life and 
cuhure. 
The Spring wmc~ter program i, 
inly for students who already have 
,omc knowledge of Danish, equ1vakn1 
to ac least one year of college ,tudv 
The pro~ram comi"s of" f-.lT'il" , .. ,y 
Residential Life · 
l<c,1Jcncc Hall, Open Fall '81 
\\'ed .. Aug. 26 · or1en1a11on for new 
;iJent, 
one-semester programs, one in the fall ,ur,., Aug. 27 . ncv. -iudent, \,ho 
and one in the ,pring, for college ,, L'l!ded ,trnimer orientation and 
scudent and other adult,. The first r~·idenlial life ,talf onl~ 
one will start at the end of July and ex- , ri. ,\ug. 28 _ All rc1urnin!! studen1, 
tend over the fall months till mid-
lt~{~ 
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IC Week in Preview 
F ., Ford. Auditorium 
Music 
\I C \I.in~.,.\.. """n"' ',),.,.,...., 
~ 
Hl!c1t.1l, Q. Kiesling, 
!'iull~r Chapel, 4 p.m. 
F.1culty Voice, Q_. Dimling, 
8: 15 p.m. (F) 
/\pr!l 20 
"-'-'-'!!£ •/uartet, 9 p.r.i~ (N) 
_L•!.Ul:Y~-1~ En~ct'lblc 1 8: 15 pm 
t F) 
1,nnt R!.!cit,11, _t!. b£!!B. b 
~I ?_,__,i_~, 9 p.r.1. (N) 
~~-_½'. ~l...:mJhonic Band, 8: 15 p.;11.--m--
1-t°t..!~,t ~.JC!: ~!s_ ~• 
-~c..;-:-,t rower Patlo, 4 p.m. 
C.!!_U_!:.:.~! ~~__;_, 8: 15 p.t:,,, 
( F) 
coripiled by the 
uff ice of Cru:ipua 
\ctivlties - mlz 
Theatre/Films 
April 17 
Readers Theatre nHy Place 
on the Cross," Muller 
Chapel, 12:15 p.o. 
Sponsored by UCF. 
April 17 & 18 
5.A.B. Film~. 
Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 po. 
Adriission charged. 
S.A. B. Filr.i Yellow Sub-
m.1rine I Tl!xw102-:-Spm. 
Mmisaion charged. 
Fil Cl, The Wild Child, by 
Francois Truf fault, 
Textor 102, 8:30 p.m. 
Sponsored by ,\nthropol-
ogy, Education, and 
Sociology Dcp,.irtments. 
Directing Grecnrooc, 
J. Roth, Gotcha by 
Barrie Keefe, Arena 
Theatre, 4:15 6 8:15 pm. 
File, Fun with Dick and 
Jane,WestTowerTv--
Loungc, 8 p.o. 
~ril 23 
Peace Series Film ~-
ence and HaUai, Chapel, 
9p.m. S~ed by UCF 
April 24 
S.A.B. Film !1J Bodyguard 
Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 pm 
Lectures/Seminars 
April 20 
Interviewing I!£!!. and 
Techniques, 4 p.m. Sign 
up at Career Planning. 
~~of Speech, 
Laub Roo::i, Chapel, 8 pm. 
Sponaored by Forensic 
Department. 
An Evening with g. Gordon 
Liddy , Ben Light G)'t:l, 
8:30 p.m. Adcission 
charged. Sponsored by 
S.A.B. and s.o.c. 
~Career!!! Writing, 
Gannett Porch, Noon. 
NcoNazism and the KKK, 
Science IM, Bo-;:ci. 
Clase of '82 Career 
Orient.i'tion, Gannett 111 
'4 p.CI. 
~ Reading, "The 
East llilla Kida Ceme-
tery Club, 11 Huller 
Chapel, 8 p.ci. Spon-
sored by the Applied 
Writing Program. 
Meetings 
Navigatora Fellowship, 
Demotte Room, Union, 
7: 30 - 10 p.CI. 
April 19 
Senior Clnoe 1 Job Rooc, 
~.-6:45 p.m. 
April 20 
Alcohol Awareness Tn!1k 
~ J6b Room, ~n, 
4:15p.m. 
Marketing Association, 
Crossroads & Buffer 
Lounge, Union, 7:30 p.m. 
Hillel, Huller Chapel, 
6 p.m. 
Sports 
~ 
Baseball, v9. Clarkson, 
~(A) 
Women's Lacrosse, vs. 
~n ~p. m. ( ,\) 
April 18 
Softball, vs. Adelphi. 
~(11) 
Ulcrossc, vs. R.P.I .• 
~(11) 
Women's Track & Field, ... t 
thehlbany ln;itational 
Track, vs. Hobart/Alfrr,d, 
"Tp."r.,, (It) 
Baseball, vs. St. Lawrence 
~(A) 
!!l'..!J.L2_Q 
Tennis, vs. LeMoyne. 
~.(A) 
d.Y. Lac rossc, v:.,. Hl,b,1 rt, 
3 p.m. (A) 
,\ptll -~l 
Softball, vs. Colg,1tt·, 
Student Governccnt, Union 3 p.ci. (H) 
Dining Hall, 8 p.m. Tennis, vs. Hobart, 
~.(II) 
April 22 Baseball, vs. Onc-ont.J, 
3 p.m. (It) 
Friends of Israel, Huller I~' vo. Hobart, I p:n (A) 
Chapel,5 ~ Lacroose, vs. Genc~eo, 
3 p.m. (II) 
Save the An1m.als, Job Woocn I s Track 6. Field, IC 
Room-:-Union
1 
7:30 p.m. ~tion,11,-3~ 
Track, vs, R.I.T., ) pC!(A) 
April 23 Women's Lacrosse, vs. Col-
Chess Club, Demotte Room, I gate, 3 ' 30 P·'!'· (It) 
Union~30 p.c,. : April 22 
Political Avareneaa Group) Baseball, vs· Lc..'-toyne. 
Phillipa Roo<D, Chapel, ! I p.m. (H) 
7: 30 p.m. i April 23 
,~. vs. Colgate, t pm (A 
'Softball, vo. An:iy, 3pm (It 
Etcetera 
Photo Exhibit: 
Spain-1936-39, 
Gannett Center, 
5th floor, closed 
ucckcnds. 
!\dvan_.£_~ OC"pos l t 
due ior Fall' St 
London Center 
particip,rnt~, 
Forcigh ~tut!} 
oft lee. 
,\i2!_l_l _ _2_1 
1 _c.~ ~~c_..1.!'.1, Iron t of 
ltlll'll, ll c,, I. 
<;po11.,l,rl•d h\ S.t\. I\ 
'h:<..,<. ul,1 r LJv ,1 , ,,r11\. 
!)\.',h.'I l ~ , l/ t" 
Lnhiu. 
H_1._l_l_i...:1Ed...? t\,n t, ... t 
l1dl1JWL'd !l\ 11,I J-
ll.i[dS bxh1bit1,,n, 
Rec Roari, l'n1on. 
Sponsutcd bv '-, ,\.!. 
!!E.E.!_l. _2_J_ 
Alcohol ,\\n cit .. ,•, 
~. un1o~: J. 
~..!..! ... -~ 
>9_~...:Ll?~, \Jlth 
8and, Unlon IJlntn~ 
Hall, 9 p11-I ,1rr. 
ID required. 
~crtcmbcr C,rdduJ-
tion applicattonH 
due, Rc~totrar. 
..,..-.-
SUMMERTIME. • • 
Make it light, cool, & fan,cy-free. 
exqu1s1te creation. round 
bodice of this sundress 1s 
adorned with beautiful flowers 
and eyelet lace Gently gathered 
with adJustable shoulder ties 
Cinch 1f you wish with self belt. 
White. pink. lilac, ~a1ze and blue 
Special Price $ 19. 9 5 
Traynor Dress: The style anel 
comfort of a halter fashioner! ,nto 
a crisp smock dress It's f1tterr 
through the tiod,ce w,th em 
bro,derect baby tucks. deliuJte 
crochet edg,nq and narrow 
straps that cro~~ ,n bac.k In cot 
tor, poplin Choo~e from rnany 
~ummer colors 
SPECIAL PRICE $29.95 
With Cotton from 
Shalimar. 
,::. 
\~ ,-, I 
~ ~ A~ , . 
. , :-A '• 
'
- i ., 
'. . ~,J; -~~ 
,------~ ~ 1-,&.-----, 
Rosetta Dress / 
Unique printing creates the collarhke yoke, button 
front placket, and button cuffs on this elast1c-
wa1sted dress with a skirt portion of progressively 
large coordinated prints, the last a gorgeous full row 
of standing flowers. All the prints are highlighted 
with gold.· 100% cotton in many colors. Sizes. S. 
M. and L / Special Price $29.95 
I 
Indulge Yourself. 
Experience the 
Shalimar Cotton Collection! 
I 
House of Shalimar 
Commons 
273-7939 
Pyramid Mall 
257-2222 
